Alma Mater
by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U.”
Commencement is a life-changing milestone, and it is truly disappointing that we cannot celebrate this moment together as we had envisioned when you started your journey.

However, we will celebrate. We invite you to participate in Mountaineer Graduation Day, an online commencement experience on May 16, and to return to campus for a special ceremony in December that will be dedicated to our May graduates. We want to recognize your achievements in the storied tradition that you so richly deserve and have earned.

While these changes are unprecedented in West Virginia University history, they remind us of the many hardships that Mountaineers have overcome — from wars, to economic depressions, to national tragedies — while completing their education.

Grit and determination have seen you through to graduation and will continue to sustain you during this difficult time. But, as the word “commencement” implies, your real journey is only now beginning. Better days lie ahead, and you will help us reach them.

Life is about finding your purpose and making sure your choices serve that purpose. Is your goal healing the sick? Inspiring others with your artistic vision? Shattering the status quo with the next high-tech innovation?

Whatever path you choose, Mountaineer perseverance will guide you to ever-higher summits. The unique skills and strengths you honed here will drive you onward. The hopes and goodwill of 200,000 other West Virginia University graduates will accompany you. And your own inner calling will lead you to the perfect destination.

Your purpose is calling. A brighter future is dawning.

Let’s go!

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President, West Virginia University
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The Order of Augusta is awarded to a select group of each year’s WVU Foundation Outstanding Seniors. Those selected have shown superior scholarship, leadership and service as an undergraduate. This award, the highest given to a student by the University, is named for its historical significance in the state. Augusta was among the original names considered by the Legislature when the state seceded from Virginia in 1863.

Noor Dahshan
Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Thaiddeus Dillie
Weirton, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Abigail Kaufman
York, PA
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Caroline Leadmon
Hurricane, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry; Animal and Nutritional Sciences

Morgan McCardell
Martinsburg, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Regents Bachelor of Arts

Kristin Ruddle
Brandywine, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology; Psychology

David Sokolov
Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology; Mathematics

Lindsey Zirkle
Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Arts, International Studies; English
2020 WVU Foundation Outstanding Seniors

Established in 1995 to signify the 40th anniversary of the WVU Foundation, the WVU Foundation Outstanding Senior award is given yearly to West Virginia University’s top graduates, based on a number of criteria: academic achievement, honors, awards, public service, demonstrated leadership, collegiate work experience, letters of reference and a narrative of the value of the West Virginia University undergraduate experience.

Katherine Adase - Wheeling, WV
Bachelor of Science, Wildlife and Fisheries Resources

Keanan Allen - Wayne, NE
Bachelor of Science, Biology
Bachelor of Arts, World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics

Nasser Al-Rayyes - Bayan, Kuwait
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Brenna Cole - Ellicottville, NY
Bachelor of Science, Geology

Noor Dahshan - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Olivia Darby - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Thaiddeus Dillie - Weirton, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Marlee Dinterman - Thurmont, MD
Bachelor of Science, Biology

Arlie Dolly - Romney, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Madelyn Dundon - Bethlehem, PA
Bachelor of Arts, Dance

Garrett Fink - Parkersburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Tereza Galikova - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Immunology and Medical Microbiology

Ashley Gall - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Brianna Grimes - Kingwood, WV
Bachelor of Arts, English/Secondary Education

Morgan Hambel - Hurricane, WV
Bachelor of Science, Communication Sciences and Disorders

Alexa Harris - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Public Health
Bachelor of Arts, World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics

Teresa Hoang - Hurricane, WV
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science

Nolan Holley - Ripley, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Abigail Kaufman - York, PA
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Peyton Keener - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science

David Koenders - Mossautal, Germany
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology

Taylor Lansberry - Patton, PA
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

David Laub - Martinsburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology
Bachelor of Arts, English

Molly Layne - Bridgeport, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering

Caroline Leadmon - Hurricane, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry; Animal and Nutritional Sciences

Olivia Lee - Yawkey, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science

Alexis Lohn - Canonsburg, PA
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology

Sydney Luther - Pittsburgh, PA
Bachelor of Arts, English/Secondary Education

Eva MacFarland - Bridgeport, WV
Bachelor of Science, Psychology; Biology

Iain MacKay - Bend, OR
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy; Art History

Morgan McCardell - Martinsburg, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Regents Bachelor of Arts

Samantha Mehnert - Tuckerton, NJ
Bachelor of Science, Forensic and Investigative Science; Chemistry

Tyler Myatt - Charles Town, WV
Bachelor of Science, Marketing

Neyha Naveed - Bridgeport, WV
Bachelor of Arts, International Studies; World Languages, Literatures and Linguistics

Patrick Orsagos - Avon, OH
Bachelor of Science, Journalism

Katherine Rexroad - Bridgeport, WV
Bachelor of Science, Accounting

Kristin Ruddle - BrandYWine, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology; Psychology

Anna Saab - Star City, WV
Bachelor of Science, Journalism

Courtney Saffle - Newburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Exercise Physiology

Sadaf Sarwari - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science

Megan Scarano - Martinsburg, WV
Bachelor of Science, Journalism
Bachelor of Arts, Dance

Molly Sherlock - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Forest Resources Management

David Sokolov - Morgantown, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biology; Mathematics

Douglas Soule - Bridgeport, WV
Bachelor of Science, Journalism

Alyson Stevens - Altoona, PA
Bachelor of Science, Immunology and Medical Microbiology

Kadra Tedrick - Clear Spring, MD
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education

Dylan Vest - Princeton, WV
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science; World Languages, Literature and Linguistics

Emilea Warnick - Kingwood, WV
Bachelor of Science, Biochemistry

Lindsey Zirkle - Charleston, WV
Bachelor of Arts, International Studies; English
Dear Graduates of the Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources,

Congratulations on staying focused through what has been arguably one of the most challenging times to study in the history of our college. I am so pleased that you have completed your studies and will be heading out into the world to make a difference. There is so much for you to contribute to the world given your engineering skills, work ethic and life experience. The experiences of the past few months will shape you and your career choices in ways that may not be obvious for years to come. I see so many engineering challenges in how the world has faced this pandemic. From supply chain management, to automated DNA testing, to the development of medical instrumentation and sterilization techniques, to database development, to wireless connectivity, and even to disruptive ideas for the food industry. The ability to learn and to think creatively as a result of your WVU engineering education will be what sets you apart in the world of the future. If you had a chance to view the Country Roads video compilation that appeared in late March, you will also know that wherever you go in this world, your connection to the worldwide WVU family will always tie you here to the mountains of this beautiful state and the resilient people of West Virginia. Congratulations again on your accomplishments. I join your families in their pride in your successes.

Let’s Go!

Earl Scime
Interim Dean of the Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
Oleg Jefimenko Professor of Physics and Astronomy
Director, Center for KINETIC Plasma Physics
Doctor of Philosophy

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Brad Crawford
Andrew Robert Graves
Chirag Mevawala

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Musfique Ahmed
Rajneesh Kumar Bharil
Krishna Tulasi Gadde
Praveen Kumar Reddy Majjigapu

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Thomas Ryan Devine

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ali Dehghan Banadaki
Min Jiang

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Hamad Nasser H. Alasim

MATERIAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Joeseph Martin Bright
Xuefei Gao

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Olatunde Ayodeji Abidakun
Ramanjaneya Mehar Baba Bade
Furkan Kodakoglu
Kyle Gabriel Lassak

MINING ENGINEERING
Xue Huang
Hua Jiang

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Akintunde Stephen Akinyemi IV
Olanrewaju John Fadairo

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Mohamed Nouri Salem El Sgher

Master of Science

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Hunter Charles Dalton
Justin Andrew Haught
Alexander Trenor Hypes
Sunita Pokharel

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Kisheon Alexander
Hadi Yahya Almusawa
Chinyere Evangeline Ezeobinwune
Thomas Alan Haines

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bekir Erdem Bas
Elizabeth Louise Bashiti
Robyn Lauren Christoferson
Allison Nicole Givens
Danielle Marie Hoyer
David Churchill Johnson III
Seyednavid Mardmomen
Adam Dean Roh
Kalrav Singh Tomer

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Sai Akhil Bharthavarapu
Saubhagya Borate
Pavan Kumar Koppula
Ashish Maradapa
Alexander James Wilson
Weijun Yi

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmad Jamal Baroudi
Kaleb Thomas Berdar
James Andrew Duncan
Douglas Eugene Kerr Jr.
Minou Khayami
Faythe Maston
Suha Reddy Mokalla
Surekhla Pachipulusu
Pratyusha Chowdary Vakkantula

ENERGY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Marina Miranda

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Fajer Alrowaith
Evarist Kemolbaye
Roseline Mostafa

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
Aminat Adeyemi
Hui Ci
Taoreed Taiwo Lawal

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Christopher Alexander Arend Tatsch
Jared Joseph Beard
James Derek Meyer
Trevor Moon
Jennifer Nguyen
John Adam Phillips
Olivia Layne Santee
Manuel Serrano Laguna
Sean Sebastian Skinner
Anirudh Tirunahari
Lucas Aaron Ware

MINING ENGINEERING
Mladen Dragic
Dakota Faulkner
Lazar Zujovic

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Jennifer Stephenie Boryczka

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Semaa Hatam Ahmed Alessa
Majed Hisham Kabbani
Ashley Elizabeth Konya
Yvon Andrea Martinez
Armel Quentin Mbakop
Anthony William Morrow
Vuong Van Pham

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Master of Science (continued)

SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Gabriel Anthony Bibbs II
William Scott Castner II
Ord Edward Elmore III
John Adam Griscavage
Meghan Inez Harding
Joshua Hopkins
Gregory Hunter
Lesley Renee Kennedy
Taoreed Taiwo Lawal
Shawn Allen McComas
Jamie Lynn McMullen
Bahareh Sadat Moosavi
Ayobami M. Olugbemi
Joshua Blake Pennington
Megan Evans Selby
Kimberly Kay Watkins
Zackery Raymond Weese
Megan Ashley Wilson

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Robert Brannon Allman
Pamela Annette Alonge
Nathan Eric Gregg
Trevor Hunt Holmes
David Kent Newman
Kyle Garret Smith
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
** Matthew John Amber
Joseph Adarwah Amponsah
Ezennaemka Onyedikachi Asoluka
Nicholas Scott Borelle
Nigel Chase Brooks
* Justin Carlson
Clayton Richard Cobb
†*** Jonathan Andrew D’Alessio
Ryan Joseph Dotson
William Joseph Garvey III
Michael Francia Garzarelli
Corey Goodwin
William Joseph Guit
David Earl Heflin Jr.
† Matthew Tyler Hines
Austin Michael Hodges
Ali Azeem Jackson III
Junaid Butt Karim
Orly Umutesi Kayiranga
Jordan William Laflerty
Rosemberth Kennedy Lopez
†* Nicolas Alejandro Lozada
Chase Stephen Lynch
Tanner Logan Miller
* Quintin Atticus Minor
Austin James Moore
Colin Patrick Osborn
Adam Nicholas Parrett
*** Yusif Razzaq
Jarred Anthony Ring
Matthew Henson Ruckert
Michael James Stephens III
* Claire McKenzie Struebing
†* Cameron John Wilson
Farhan Danial Zahidi

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
†*** Thomas Glenn Aldridge II
* Abbas Awal
* Smita Sarla Bhatia
* Brianna Dakota Braham
† Hannah N. Cohen
‡*** Chloe Danielle Corder
‡*** Arlie Britton Dolly IV
‡*** Kasey Alexis Freshwater
‡*** Ashley Morgan Gall
† Amna Haque
‡*** Hannah Elizabeth Hunt
* Brett Theron Johnson
* Eric Joseph Kaufmann
Taylor Bernice Kuno
† Lindsay Regan Lancaster
*** Taylor Rose Lansberry
*** Molly Louise Layne
* Brooklyn Paige Metz

†*** Dylan Grant Moon
* Zoe Marie Moore
Leif William Morin
Madison Nicole Morrone
†*** Meredith Paige Phillips
‡*** Michael Wesley Ream
Wesley Allen Roberts
†*** Skyler Michael Roth
*** Brandon Dean Stone
† Catherine Annette VanMeter
** Sarah Rose Willis

BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS
Jakob Tomas Krasny
† Mitchell Gary McCoy
†*** Gabriella Diane Moore
Alexander Jordan Wenzel

BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Bradlee Alexander Cruise
†*** Karoline Elliott Edmonds
Sean Michael McHugh
Kelsey Lynn O’Haire

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Eli Palmer Aberegg
Mohamed Alali
* Ali H M H Albather
Mohammad Aleisa
†*** Jason Daniel Alexander
Nasser Sami Alhassan
Yousef Alhosani
Mushari Alhuwais
Dalal A A Ali
Turki Alkathiri
Naseer Alrashidi
* Abdullah Mohammad Alshammari
Nafi Hameed Alshammari
Joseph David Arrigo
Daniel Vincent Baker
*** Hunter Jay Barber
†*** Daniel Paul Bearh
Ethan McNeal Bittinger
Luke Thomas Bonar
†*** John Alexander Carnell
Chris Stephen Clayton
* Alexander James Gentile
Cory Thomas Halterman
Lily Hand
†*** Nicholas Hunter Haynes
Maryam W A A Husain
*** Victoria Nicole Ingram
‡*** Victoria Janell Irr
* Ali Johar
*** Kyle Robert Johnson

†*** Megan J_CUSTOM_4219020580825
** Kurt Jeffrey Johnson
Nicholas Leo Kadunce
Daniel Patrick Kerr
Rawan Abdu-ul-Mohsen Khalil
Bryce Michael Kukura
Corinthian Scott Kurr
Blaine Alexander Lamb
*** Soofia Noor Lateef
Krista Lynn McGuire
†*** Brenda Grace McHugh
* Chase Austin Miller
Jason Tannen Morris
** Joel Wilson Opio
Brandon Kenneth Phares
†** Carlie Beth Ramsayer
** Nathaniel Thomas Reynolds
Sabrina Sadkhihn
Brenna Claire Sadlek
†*** Garrett Robert Smith
* Alia Nicole Stutzman
** Luke Elijah Styer
Gabriella Uresti
†*** Saad Waseem
†*** Jordan Elizabeth Waters
Walter Ian White
* Ashley Nicole Williams

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Chris Vincent Alessio
Tyler Kieth Ashbrook
Michael Anthony Bottone
Eric James Boyle
* John Alexander Burlin
† Franklin Woodrow Cavallo
William Chmelik
†*** David Allen Crup
† Richard Carmine Daddario
† Sara Dianne Dalen
Gregory Aaron Dewald
* Levi Furr
Patrick Lee Garcia
** Matthew J. Green
* Kaitlyn Christine Gregg
Troy Houston Hicks
Abdullah Hussain
* Ryan J. Idler
Mark James Jonard
Morgan Lynn Kearney
Mason John Kemerer
* Andrew Ross Kenney
† Tyler Houston Kisling
†*** Christopher Allen Klocke
Jacob Harrison Lambert
Andreas Emilios Lambiris
* Lauren Elizabeth Masterson

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science (continued)

Claire McDonald
Kenneth Howard Miller
Hasan Mohammad
Bryson Andrew Murphy
†† Laura Nellis
Brian Paul Nestor
* Erika Lauren Osborne
Taylor Megan Pacobit
Eric Matthew Renzelli
Jarod Lee Ringer
*** Danielle Nicole Schlapo
Andrew Craig Shelton
Richard Eugene Shipe III
Jarrett Alan Stengel
Jason Matthew Thomas
Colton William Turner
Jeremiah Turner
Jacob Vanwingerden Jr.
Chase Logan Wiethe

** Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

Bachelor of Science

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Soud Alajmi
Fahad Abdulla Almunif
Omar Altemeemi
Michael Edward Anderson
Anthony Charles Armen
Bradlee Alexander Cruise
†*** Karoline Elliott Edmonds
Zachary Thomas Ferri
* Dylan Cole Hall
* Addison David Heavner
Grant Taylor Jones
Zachary Thomas Nugent
Hyejun Park
Montana Poole
†*** Samuel Warren Price
†*** Derek William Roesch
†*** Heather Janay Shook
** Andrew Solomon
Spencer Alvin Wagner
Najee-Ullah Williams
Ty Allen-James Yoho

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Mohammad Ghazi A. Alzayer
Boris Bagryanskiy
Lauryn Faith Eldridge
†*** Brandon Tyler Hall
James Konnor Harrick
* Addison David Heavner
Cameron Downing Hill
†*** Teresa Quynh Hoang
*** Fox Holbert
Casey Thomas Johnson
Anthony W. Jones
* Nhut Minh Khuu
Timothy Clayton Kooser
*** Nada Lahjouji
** Ryan Anthony Mears
†*** Dalton Ray Minger
** Tai Manh Nguyen
Thomas Edward Nichols
†* Victoria Lynn Nunley
Umida Nurjanova
Victor Juan Perez III
Brandon Michel Phillips
Montana Poole
Brandon Tyler Quan
Chelsey Renea Randolph
Jacob Todd Rexroad
Justin Evan Romeo
†*** Sadaf Amna Sarwari
Brian Edward Sweeney
Devan MacKenzie Tighe
†* Samuel Salomon Valenzuela
Spencer Alvin Wagner
Joshua Thomas Williams
Dalton Lee Wilt

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Abdullah Abdulrahem
Mohamed Al-Bader
Ahmad M N A Ali St.
Weston Kirk Ayers
** Ryan Benjamin Brigan
†* Corey Jordan Buchanan
Sean Michael Camerlin
Anthony Joseph Cipollone
Nicole Amber Dembo
* Travis Michael Dorsey
Johnathon Carl Dorsey
Zachary Norman Dundics
†** Nathanael Joshua Freeman
*** Kyle Hamilton Frum
James Walker Gain
Saif Hisham Ghanem
*** Benjamin Charles Harris
* Addison David Heavner
** Makinley Paige Higgipinbotham
Morgan Krajnak Kashion
Stratton Robert Mandirola
†*** Emma Scott Martin
** Robert Matthew May
*** Dorothy Ruth McCarron
Liam James McGoldrick
** Ross William McMinn
Roger Moses
*** Zachary Robert Mueller
Zachary Thomas Nugent
Kelsey Lynn O’Haire

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Emad Mugahed Al-Hajjaji Sr.
Riley Patrick Allen
Kenechukwu Emmanuel Anaegwu
John Ronald Ancosky
* Alexandria Nicole Ayers
Douglas Robert Babcock
Milica Babic
Timothy Cody Bailey
Alec Ramsey Bolger
** Max Murray Byron
Joshua Allan Campbell
*** Dominic Joseph Campeti
Nicholas Anthony Catania
Joseph John Ceglia
** Taylor Cole Davis
Dempsey Adam Diegmiller
Andrew Stuart Engel
Andrew John Faezakas
Katelyn Mae Rose Fields
** Christian J. Fox
Sarah Katie Glover
Kyra Jane Gorman
* Andrew Richard Green
Patrick James Gunning
Alexander Ambroze Hagemann
* Jenna Marie Harker
†** Austin Douglas Harper
Tyler Matthew Hart
†*** Jessica Paige Hartley
†** Emily Frances Hines
Zane Christopher Hummel
Becker Townsendh Junkin
** Melvin Wesley Kahle IV
†** William Joseph Keefe
*** Jared Alan Kerns
Connor King
*** David Matthew King

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Olivia Grace Kovscek
Carter Alan Lantz
Matthew Johnathan LeRoy
Vince Lucarelli
Wesley Allen Ervin McKnight
*** Vy Tran Phuong Nguyen
Gabriel Edmond Okoi
Aubri Magdalena Paredes
Deep Y. Patel
Christian Michael Piroli
* Cullen Phillip Platz
† Matthew Thomas Powney
Bethany Ann Reed
Sina Marie Reese
Paige MacKenzie Rice
Autumn Nicole Richards
Steven Frances Richie
*** Danielle Lynne Schmidt
James Kyle Seese
Yousef Abdulaziz Shamo Sr.
** Tyler Allen Shipley
* Christopher Nicholas Shoemaker
Tristan Riley Simmons
Tyler Austen Sosa
†*** Sydnie Ann Spencer
* Joshua Paul Swanson
Alexander Steven Thomas
* Morgan Yvonne Tracey
Nathan Thomas Williams

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Yousef Alzahar
** Matthew John Amber
Joseph Adarwah Amponsah
Ezenmaekwa Oneyidakhich Asoluka
†*** Ethan James Atkinson
Brandon Taylor Booth
Maxwell Tucker Bridges
†*** Christina Whitney Bright
Nigel Chase Brooks
†*** Lucas Andrew Buddemeyer
Corey David Burdette
Stafford Jay Cessna
Clayton Richard Cobb
* Molly Spencer Copen
Austen Ray Cunningham
†*** Jonathan Andrew D’Alessio
Kyle Matthew Dailya
James Michael Davis Jr.
* Lucas Daniel DeCarlo
Sarah Rebecca Dombrowski
Robert Ryan Elliott
Zachary Thomas Fahey
Nicholas Theron Fitzpatrick
*** Kyle Austin Fleak
* Fredriciah Suzanne Gardner
William Joseph Garvey III
Michael Francia Garzarelli
Anna Rene Gibb
Ali Yousef Haider
Evan Mark Harrell
Jessi Marie Hartsell
David Earl Heflin Jr.
† Matthew Tyler Hines
Ryan Michael Hogan
Ali Azeez Jackson III
†* Tyler Nikolai Jar
Orly Umutesi Kayiranga
** Emily Jane Kearney
Sophie Elizabeth Keele
Jay Alexander Kinzel
Christian David Krause
Tanner Chase Krieg
Jordan William Lafferty
* Dylan Russell Leach
Matthew Shaun Love
†* Nicolas Alejandro Lozada
Andrew Yuma Lucas
Chase Stephen Lynch
** Matthew Don Maloney
Austin Lee Marshall
Daniel Walsh Mcgee
Landon Neil McHenry
Tanner Logan Miller
* Quintin Atticus Minor
Austin James Moore
Kevin Arthur Nadler
David Benjamin Nebel
†*** Hayden Lane Nichols
Colin Patrick Osborn
Ross Vincent Pallotta
†*** Andrew E. Palmer
Joseph Scott Parker II
Andrey Tyler Parks
Adam Nicholas Parrett
* Ashley Marie Rackley
*** Yusif Razzaq
Lawrence Sean Redinger
Jack Walter Rice
Jarred Anthony Ring
Matthew Henson Ruckert
Colleen Rene Saltsburg
Ryan Matthew Satira
* Jacob Garrett Satterfield
Prayga Kanwar Shekhawat
Forrest Hunter Six
Noah D. Smith
Michael James Stephens III
Jonathan Phillip Summers
*** Timothy Daniel Thomas
Dillon Wayne Thompson
*** Benjamin William Thornton
Brandon Rex Troy
*** Emily Bradford Upton
Nathan Taylor Walker
†* Cameron John Wilson
Farhan Danial Zahidi

MINING ENGINEERING
†* Daniel Scott Aushman
Eric Robert Blighkorn
William Chmelik
Jeremy Thomas Diehlmann
Jacob Daniel Godfrey
Ornella Umuhoza Kayiranga
Morgan Lynn Kearney
Rince Kabondo Longo
* Lauren Elizabeth Masterson
Eric Matthew Renzelli
Benjamin Oliver Safer
Richard Eugene Shipe III
John Paul Vance
Thomas James Wetzel

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING
Majed Al Ali
Hamad Fahed Al Ameri
* Othman Alaamer Sr.
* Khalid Alamari
* Hussain Alatawi
Saleh Faisal AlAteeqi
Abdullah Midbas Albaqami
Ali J M H Alandand
* Abdulaziz Mohammed Aldossary
Salman Khalil Aloudihi
Ahmad Mohammed Alfozan
Nasser Abdulaziz Alghamdi
* Saif Audi Alghfeli
** Moussa Mansour Alhaddad
* Moaz Falah Alhajri
** Ayedh Mohammed Alhajri
** Naif Khalid Alhajri Sr.
Abdulaziz Ali Saeed Alhabboob
Alhebsi
** Mohammad Saleh Alhudaibahh
** Mohammad Ahmed Aljahani IV
Hamad Nader Alkandari
* Omar Alkhabbaz
** Mohammad Alkhateeb
** Amr Hisham Almadani
** Mohammed Almatroodi
Mabhkot Salem Almenhali
* Abdullah Almotairi
*** Abdulrahman Abdullah Almulhim
Turki Kh N Kh Almutairi Sr.

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

* Nawaf Ali Mohamed Ali Alnaqbi
  Abdulaziz Hashem Alnawah
* Saud Alotaibi
  Saif Abdulla Alsaadi
* Ahmed Alsayegh
  Suhail Salem Mohammed Ali Alseiari
** Mohammed Fahad Alsemal Sr.
*** Ali A A M Alshatti
** Moneer Alsubaie
** Hamad Alsubaie
  Abdullah Alsumma
  Anas Saeed Bajkhaif
  Penelope Bauer
** Bader Abdulmuhsen Bin Askar
* Cole Charles Boller
  John Carl Boyken
  Javaughn Anthony Burks
  Andrew Joseph Carinci
  Leighton Thomas Christie
  Caroline Hope Crafton
  Joshua Alexander Crandall
  Germano Milton Joao Manuel
  Da Cunha Sr.
  Eamon Warren Donovan
  Mohammad Edrees
  Louis Miller Gingerich
  Desire Darren Guedon
  Abdullah Kamal Kamal
  Anders K. LaBerge
  Jacob Michael Love
  Nathaniel Moryan
  Christian Javier Pacheco Hinojosa
  * Dhruvkumar V. Patel
  Walker Bradley Poling
  †* Shyniece Shamyra Sanders
  * Jacob William Ueltschy
  ** Sulaiman Ureiga
  Guillermo Venancio
  Nicholas Anthony Willis

Certificate

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

†** Carlie Beth Ramsayer
  Brenna Claire Sadlek
To the class of 2020, you really know how to make a memorable exit!!

Though we cannot share the celebration of your tremendous achievement in person, I want you to know that we are proud of you. We are proud of how you have developed, grown and inspired. During your “somewhat short” time on campus you have witnessed a seismic change in our culture and our world. Now that you have had a head start on life after WVU, I hope you take a moment to reflect on how you are now ready to be a needed catalyst for change in our society.

Being a catalyst for change is actually a very heavy assignment. But let’s be blunt, these are heavy times. During your lifetimes the historic events of September 11, 2001; Hurricane Katrina; a nation divided and now a true pandemic have occurred. These are the events that will shape history and your generation. As those with a grounding in the arts who are still developing your path, you are the ones chosen (by history) to reflect the culture of these times. Whatever your primary area of focus may be, you are someone who is embedded in the arts. And for those embedded in the arts, one of our greatest charges is to capture the shifts in society. Yes, great social upheavals are accompanied by great artistic movements. In the previous century alone, the periods around the world wars, the civil rights movement, and the AIDS crisis were catalysts that led to incredible artistic contributions. Like the current pandemic, these were awful times for society. Those are the times when we as artists must be at our best, our most sincere.

So yes, I wish we could meet in person, share hugs and selfies. That will happen, but that moment is not now. Now is the time for you to bask in the glory of achievement. Now is the time to know that we are proud of you. Now is the time to know we will miss you (which is why you need to visit). And now is the time to give the most important piece of advice you will ever get from me. You are artists in the 21st century. You will attend many events. At these events there will be free food. EAT IT!!!!!!!!!! (Cause you know they did not pay you enough so stuff your face at every opportunity!!)

Congratulations, you are ready to make the world a better place!

H. Keith Jackson, DMA
Philip J. Faini/Falbo Family Dean
Doctor of Musical Arts

CONDUCTING
Joseph Stuligross

PERFORMANCE
Ting Ting Chang
Christopher Mark DeLouis
Mitchell J. Greco
Xiaohan Hu
Ruixi Niu

Master of Arts

ART EDUCATION
Alexandra Leanne Miller

MUSIC INDUSTRY
Christopher Ryan Hart
Tyler Michael Morgan
Samir Nomani

MUSIC INDUSTRY
Donnie Ryan Jobe

Master of Fine Arts

CERAMICS
Erin Mae McCarty
Tyler Jordan Stonestreet

COSTUME DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Chloe Elizabeth Cappuccilli

PAINTING
Olivia Lauren Oddo

Master of Music

JAZZ PEDAGOGY
Lars William Christopher Swanson

PERFORMANCE
Caleb Andrew Ferguson
Michelle Li
Valanti Marou
Ryan Wesley Phipps
Ian Francis Scott Theiss
Lauren Alexis Zwonik

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
### Bachelor of Arts

**ART HISTORY**
- †*** Madelyn Elizabeth Brodie
- ‡*** Iain Charles MacKay

**DANCE**
- *** Madalyn Rose Aloi
- *** Sarah Margaret Bosse
- *** Madelyn Dempsey Dundon
- Hailey Skye Hill
- †*** Megan Elizabeth Scarano
  - * Victoria Elizabeth Teufel
  - * Hunter Trowbridge

**MUSIC**
- *** Hailey Elizabeth Seamon
- †*** Kayla Renee Tokar

**MUSIC INDUSTRY**
- John Colin Blankley
- * Sarah Giles
- Shepherd Gabriel Snyder
- *** Sarah Amelia Victory

**THEATRE**
- †** Rowan A. Jalso
- * Hannah Renee Thompson
- ** Alexandra Donn Raven Wooten

---

### Bachelor of Fine Arts

**ACTING**
- Dustin Shane Bass
- ** Nicholas William-Robert Graves
- Chasdan Mike
- *** Megan Kathleen Wright
- *** Sabrina Lynn Zillinger

**ART EDUCATION**
- * Holly Elaine Rhodes
- *** Kadra Sue Tedrick

**CERAMICS**
- * Hannah Jo Pritchard
- *** Derek Reynoso
- * Erin Sue Zirkle

**GRAPHIC DESIGN**
- * Alexis Victoria DeLong
- Josalin Mae Hepler
- ** Zane Austin Huggins
- * Kelly Le
- D’Anna Macey Lewis
- * Autumn Hunter Morgan
- Valerine Ann Moss
- *** Raegan Nicole Ricer
- Rebecca Lynn Rutledge
- Austin Michael Snider
- * Selina Annette Weimann
- * Madilyn Lacel Wrisk

**INTERMEDIA AND PHOTOGRAPHY**
- Emily Grace Dodson
- Lindsey Marie Fincham
- Erika Huezo
- ** Brittany Nicole Pennell
- Alyssa Leigh Riegel
- Christian Rowan

**MUSICAL THEATRE**
- ** Rachel Jae Ryan

**PAINTING**
- †*** Madelyn Elizabeth Brodie
- ** Emma Rose Hagerty
- *** Ineke Lynne Knudsen
- ** Mariah Katherine Majakey
- *** Lea Margaret Pendley
- * Danielle Nicole Rudash

**PRINTMAKING**
- * Anna Jo Nardo

**SCULPTURE**
- †*** Brittany Nicole Weekley

---

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Patrick Hunter Croke
Nicholas Carl Hall

Bachelor of Music

MUSIC COMPOSITION
Devon Cliett
Euna Joh
** Andre Filipe Magalhaes

MUSIC EDUCATION
** Benjamin Michael Busch
*** Laura Marie Grube
* Allison Rachel L’Ecuyer
*** Genesis Georgian Mihalko
** Harter Benjamin Rupert
*** Abigail Rose Williams

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: INSTRUMENTAL
** Grant Mitchell Adams
* Arianna Risa Bendit
*** Brittany Morgan Blair
*** Paul Christopher Converse III
†*** Catherine Suzanne Dowd
*** Amanda Aihong Frampton
*** Laura Marie Grube
*** Ethan Randall Powers
** Nicholas William Schlie
** Tyler Christoph Schmidt
*** Kyle Harrison Steindler

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: JAZZ STUDIES
Raymond Scott Mason Jr.

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: PIANO
*** Brittany Morgan Blair
Euna Joh
*** Pimsiree Siridulyawath

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: VOICE
*** Shannon Elizabeth Bean

MUSIC THERAPY
* Molly Blackwood

Certificate

VISUAL ARTS THERAPY
Olivia Lauren Oddo
Dear CEHS Graduates,

Commencement always brings a host of emotions, but this year it is particularly bittersweet. While we are not able to celebrate together in person, I speak for the entire faculty and staff of the College of Education and Human Services when I say that we are incredibly proud of your achievements and wish you great success as you move forward. You are in our thoughts as you turn your tassels, wherever you may be.

I congratulate you on the culmination of all your hard work and dedication. You are committed, compassionate, collaborative and well-prepared. The friendships you’ve formed, lessons you’ve learned and values you’ve shaped will be with you as you take the next step in your life’s journey.

The late Nelson Mandela noted that “Education is the most powerful weapon you can use to change the world.” I hope that you will always remember that a better future is yours to create. In these uncertain and everchanging times, you have the unique opportunity to reshape our world using all that you’ve learned here. The need for educators and helping professionals who can improve the lives of others is greater than ever before, and although your chosen professions may look different now than they did even a few months ago, I am confident that you are prepared for whatever challenges are ahead.

Thank you for choosing WVU and CEHS. Thank you for respecting and embracing what our faculty offered — and thank you for teaching us in turn. Know that we hope to hear from you in the future. It is a privilege to learn of the adventures of our alumni, to travel beside you in spirit and to welcome you back on many and varied returns.

So please keep your sincerity, integrity, kindness and resilience – and remember wherever you go, you will always be a Mountaineer.

Stay safe and be well.

Tracy L. Morris, PhD
Interim Dean
Doctor of Audiology

Chelsea Lynn Campbell
Mary Lewis
Sarah Faye Phipps
Marissa Nicole Schiber
Emily Danielle Stout
Ashtyn Whyte

Doctor of Education

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Stacy Wheat Huber
Sandra Lynn Rodeheaver

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Jayvijay V. Raol

Doctor of Philosophy

EDUCATION
Bruce Edward Mitchell II

HIGHER EDUCATION
Kirsten N. Brown
Amanda Marie Rose

Master of Arts

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Sarah Elizabeth Davis
Kaitlyn Adriana Gyorko
Krista-Gay Shaniece Chantal Taylor

COUNSELING
Nishita Guruprasad Acharya
Nathan Philip Altman
Linkolin Stone Barger
Jennifer Lynn Blanchard
Kyla Rene Burnett
Hudson Rogers Carroll
Kira Keel Case
Amy Alice Cashin
Jose Adam Cruz
Emily Brooke Dunlap
Miriam Michelle Flatley
Mackenzie Ewelldene Ford
Gabrielle Madelyn Hammond
Kendra Leigh Henline
Kelsey Marie Kuzma
Tabitha Lindsay
Alexander James Lindsay
Jacklyn Krista Martin
Michael Proietto
Elizabeth Ashley Rahilly
Lacey Marlene Sawyers
Elizabeth Nicole Tomasik

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Mostafa Hashemi
Hillary Marie Sayre

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Alexis Nicole Anselene
Amber Dawn Belknap
Caytlen Denise-Louise Miller-Roddy
Elizabeth Mittenberger
Kaitlyn Danielle Neff
Chelsea Susan Nutter

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/MDS
Shalyn Rae Baylor
Crysta Ann Bomenblit
Anna Rebecca Bradshaw
Emily Jean Buck
Carly Lynn Connell
Alexa Elizabeth Connors
Erin Nicole Cornett
Amber Nicole Cottrell
Brogan Elizabeth Ernst
Jaclyn Rae Fleschman
Kyle Jo Foster
Madelyn Summers Foster
Aaron Douglas Gibson
Alex Greathouse
Anna Rose Gruber
Sarah Elizabeth Hanshaw
Melissa Haslebacher
Alyson Nicole Hollins
Yasmeen Jenami
Samantha Riley Jones

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Master of Arts (continued)

Ellie Lynn Keller
Madeline Martha Kelly
Heather Lee Kennedy
Katherine Anna King
Jordan Nicole Lohoefer
Reagan Augusta Marple
Haley Brianne McNeil
Morgan Faithe Moss
Kelsey Devon Offutt
Hannah Rose Raines
Emily Nicole Reynolds
Isabella Rose Rolo
Olivia Evelyn Scafella
Georgette Scott
Anetta Pauline Shirky
Samantha Jane Stadsvold
Brooke Leigh Staggers
Reshinda Renee Thornton
Bethany Leigh Timbol
Josephine Lee Valentine
Lily Elizabeth Vredingburgh
Katelyn Elizabeth Weaver
Grace Ann Westfall
Natasha Brooke Zickafoose

EARLY INTERVENTION / EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION
Che’té Bey
Darlene Griffith
Jenny Lynnette Hickman
Taylor Blair Parler
Caitlyn Elaine Thompson
Chelsey Mae Varner

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Rachel Marie Daw
Armelle Dushime
Cassie Nicole Evans
Connor Ferguson
Holly Michal Hale
Brianna LeaAnn Harrison
Rickie Rose Huffman
Ethan Kirl
Cody Lloyd
Joshua Raymond Postalwaite
Amanda Leigh Thompson

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Christina Jd Kavaja
Joshua Michael Murray
Philip See
Sophia Dora Youngs

LITERACY EDUCATION
Brandy Carol Boehke
Katie Cecile Burns
Mary Elizabeth Conley
Victoria Lacy Crist
Shannon Aline Crumrine
Madison Elaine Cunningham
Paige Nicole DeHart
Olivia Anne Fisher
Karthi Evyn Gibbs
Alexandra Paige Hasis
Kathalyn Rebekah Kinkead
Natasha Miller
Eleni Maria Nardone
Britni Lee Price
Darby Rouzee
Kristin A. Weitnauer
Britni Wolfe

MULTICATEGORICAL SPECIAL EDUCATION
William Christopher Brooks
Erika Labarbara Harris
Helen Elizabeth Angela Hartiens
Alexandra Dewindt Hoxton
Jacob William Manlove
Michelle Kathleen Pereschuk
Ashley Brooke Ramsden
Mark Steven Vance

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND RESEARCH
Joseph Mitchell McNeill

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Sara de Blas Hernandez
Christina Durick
Courtney Marie Garloch
Scott C. Haskell
Tabatha Noel Hayes
Nicholas Martin Hess
Rocio Knotts
Izaak Duncan Lewis
Sharon Dale McGill
Hunter Ian Stape

SECONDARY EDUCATION/MATHEMATICS
Michelle Lynn Chandler
Erica Lynn Conaughty

SECONDARY EDUCATION/MDS
Quentin Scott Blatt
Danielle Emily Cain

SECONDARY EDUCATION/SOCIAL STUDIES
Ryan Daniel Brandenburg
Nicholas Stephen Lomasney
Shane Joseph Thomas

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Shelby Brooke King
Kaitlin Elizabeth Lillard
Lydia Katherine Wolfe

SECONDARY EDUCATION/ENGLISH
Logan Daniel Bailey
Katelyn Hope Fiery
Ashton Nichole Friend
Tatiana Adele Kinsel
Sydney LeaAnn Luther
Nicole Marie Vitiello
Brandie Marie Welch

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Bachelor of Arts

** ELEMENTARY EDUCATION **

*** Callahan Paige Abel
*** Kayla Hiyam Aboulhosn
 designate University Honors

†*** Jada Lynn Adlington
Kathryn Elizabeth Anderson

†** Alexandra Nicole Biazzo
Lauren Brooke Carpenter

*** Kendall Day Carson
* Keniyah Donyae ChaDora Cooper
* Morgan Elizabeth Cooper

** Abigail Marie Doran
* Caroline Michelle Evans

*** Kegan Glourri Fountain
** Elizabeth A. Gall
*** Carly Christine Galpin
*** Simone Jennie Gosizk
** LeeAnna Renee Hudson
* Allison Elizabeth Hugel
* Sarah E. Joyce
* Emily Kathern Knowlton
* Megan Allison Lee
* Rachel Elizabeth Loh
* Anna Marie Loudin

*** Emily Paige Morgan
†*** Saraya Skye Mullins
** Marly Paige Nichols
** Alexis Nicole Openshaw
** Sydney Rachael Roda
* Miranda Nicole Shadrick
* Brenna Marie Snyder
*** Marissa Rose Teodoro
†*** Alexa Ann Toth
* Ryan Christopher Train

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

** ELEMENTARY EDUCATION **

* Shalyn Rae Baylor
** Crysta Ann Bomenblit
** Anna Rebecca Bradshaw
* Emily Jean Buck

*** Carly Lynn Connell
*** Alexa Elizabeth Connors
*** Erin Nicole Cornson
** Amber Nicole Cottrell
* Brogan Elizabeth Ernst
* Jaclyn Rae Fleshman
* Kyley Jo Foster

** Madelyn Summers Foster
*** Aaron Douglas Gibson
Alex Greathouse
* Anna Rose Gruber

** Sarah Elizabeth Hanshaw
*** Melissa Haslebacher
* Alyson Nicole Hollins
** Yasmeen Jenami
* Samantha Riley Jones
* Ellie Lynn Keller
Madeline Martha Kelly

†*** Heather Lee Kennedy
*** Katherine Anna King
** Jordan Nicole Lohofer
*** Reagan Augusta Marple
* Haley Brianne McNeil
** Morgan Fatehe Moss
†*** Kelsey Devon Offutt
** Hannah Rose Raines

*** Emily Nicole Reynolds
** Isabella Rose Rollo
* Olivia Evelyn Scafella
* Georgette Scott
*** Anetta Pauline Shirky
* Samantha Jane Stadsvold
* Brooke Leigh Staggers
** Reshinda Renee Thornton
* Bethany Leigh Timbol
*** Josephine Lee Valentine
†*** Lily Elizabeth Vredingburgh
*** Katelyn Elizabeth Weaver
* Grace Ann Westfall
* Natasha Brooke Zickafoose

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies (continued)

### MDS-EDUCATION/HUMAN SERVICES
- *** Kylie Alyssa Albright
- Taylor Joy Anderson
- Sadera Grace Bellotte
- Ariana Monique Bryant
- Julie Alissa Chabot
- *** Maura Jean Donnelly
- * Ashley Danielle Ford
- Brooklyn Tynnette Gould
- Leigh Nelson Hall
- Staci Danielle Hall
- * Megan Ann Mathis
- Alison Rodriguez
- * Jennifer Marie Thompson

### SECONDARY EDUCATION
- ** Quentin Scott Blatt
- * Danielle Emily Cain

---

**Bachelor of Science**

### CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
- Faith Christina Brown
- * Taylore Marie Colerick
- Zachary Davis
- * Kaitlyn Anna Graf
- Morgan Leslie Granlund
- Brooke Elizabeth Holford
- Diamond Nakia Judkins
- *** Carson Elisabeth Kochman
- Lauren Teresa Maltese
- Kelly Danessa Martinez
- Jessica Jean McGinnis
- Lindsey Rae Miller
- †*** Erin Catherine O’Leary
- Kendra Lea Peters
- Malory Paige Quick
- *** Jessica Lee Reed
- Kalee Breann Robinson
- Rebecca Simpson
- * Tiffany Wine
- *** Bailey Anne Wrenn

### COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
- ** Sakinah Ibrahim Alhashem
- Savanna Artsma
- *** Gianna Marie Cicini
- * Ashia Donte Cline
- ** Adreona Elizabeth Cole
- ** Michaela Kate Donovan
- ** Madison Nichole Fisher
- †*** Morgan Paige Hambel
- ** Hailea Elizabeth Harper
- Rachel Elizabeth Heck
- * MaKenna Brooke Hefner
- ** Kassy Layne Hickman
- ** Olivia Summerfield Johnson
- ** Michaela Beth Johnston
- Rebecca Sky Leonard
- * Shane Andrew Mason
- Taylor Brooke Phillips
- *** Danielle Christine Pretre
- *** Allison Paige Rosborough
- * Marra Jane Sigler

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
Laurel Michelle Wells

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Faith Christina Brown
* Taylore Marie Colerick
Zachary Davis
Morgan Leslie Granlund
Brooke Elizabeth Holford
Diamond Nakia Judkins
*** Carson Elisabeth Kochman
Lauren Teresa Maltese
Kelly Danessa Martinez
Lindsey Rae Miller
†*** Erin Catherine O’Leary
Kendra Lea Peters
Malory Paige Quick
*** Jessica Lee Reed
Rebecca Simpson
* Tiffany Wine
*** Bailey Anne Wrenn

INFANT/TODDLER EDUCATION
Faith Christina Brown
* Taylore Marie Colerick
Zachary Davis
Morgan Leslie Granlund
Brooke Elizabeth Holford
Diamond Nakia Judkins
*** Carson Elisabeth Kochman
Lauren Teresa Maltese
Kelly Danessa Martinez
Lindsey Rae Miller
†*** Erin Catherine O’Leary
Kendra Lea Peters
Malory Paige Quick
*** Jessica Lee Reed
Rebecca Simpson
* Tiffany Wine
*** Bailey Anne Wrenn

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude   † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Members of the Class of 2020,

It is my honor and privilege as dean of the West Virginia University College of Law to recognize and congratulate you on the completion of your legal education. The faculty and staff of the College of Law are certainly proud of you.

For 142 years, our law school has educated lawyers and leaders to serve the state of West Virginia, the nation and the world. Over the course of our history, only a few graduating classes have faced what you have faced: the upheaval of normal society that threatened your legal education. You showed your mettle. You rose to the challenge with resilience, innovation, commitment and adaptability — hallmarks of a good lawyer.

As you embark upon the practice of the law, you will undoubtedly face more challenges, and you will have many opportunities. Never forget what you accomplished in the midst of a global pandemic.

You have had many experiences during your time on Law School Hill that will stay with you for the rest of your lives, and you have made friends you will treasure for the remainder of your days. Reflect on the time we have spent together and celebrate this milestone in your life. Recognize, also, the many people in your life who, through their support and sacrifice, have made it possible for you to succeed in law school.

During the past three years, my colleagues and your professors have tried to equip you with the knowledge and skills necessary to enter the legal profession and succeed. As you go forth to live your lives greatly within the law, it is vital that you do so with idealism, so as to bring distinction upon yourselves, upon your school and upon the legal profession.

Members of the Class of 2020, your accomplishments are many and none have been more worthy to receive the degree of Doctor of Jurisprudence from West Virginia University. You have mastered the challenges of law school. You can now take your rightful place in the world as lawyers fighting for justice. That is a noble cause and you have earned the right to be proud.

Sincerely,

Gregory W. Bowman
William J. Maier, Jr. Dean and Professor of Law
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Dear College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences Class of 2020,

On behalf of the College’s faculty, staff, students and alumni, I would like to congratulate you on your graduation from CPASS and WVU! This is a wonderful accomplishment, and I know you have many amazing adventures ahead of you. Let this graduation be one of many steps along your journey of professional growth, development and personal fulfillment. In graduating from CPASS you are joining an illustrious list of graduates from the last 88 years who have accomplished great things in areas such as athletics, teaching, consulting, coaching, business, military, medicine and many others.

It is my hope that you achieve great things moving forward using the information and lessons learned within CPASS. Remember that Mountaineers Go First, and you don’t need to be afraid to be a trailblazer!

You are forever connected with our CPASS family. Please keep in touch and update us on your career and life milestones, as we want to know what you are up to so we can celebrate your accomplishments and provide support when needed.

I hope that you count your years within CPASS as some of the best times of your life. You have been supported by a world-class faculty and staff that have dedicated themselves to providing you with the best possible educational experience. I’m sure that you have made friendships that will last a lifetime. Along with the challenges and successes that you experienced as a student within our colleges, let these positive memories stay with you forever.

I know that your last semester may not have gone as planned but know that we within CPASS are a strong family and in the spirit of true Mountaineers, we have come together to overcome the difficulties thrown at us by COVID-19 and we are now stronger for it. We have learned life lessons of resilience, strength, compassion, curiosity and self-discovery. I hope that you will use what you have learned from these lessons to help you enter the next phase of your life’s journey as a nimbler, stronger and more creative person.

It has been my pleasure to have been a part of your educational journey. I am extremely proud of each of you. Always wear your old gold and blue with pride and go make the world a better place by promoting the core values of our college: application of knowledge; diversity, equity and inclusion; collaboration and discovery; community engagement; and well-being.

Celebrate today with those close to you. Don’t forget to thank your parents, friends and family for their constant support throughout this journey. I hope that you have loved your time in CPASS as much as we have loved having you as a student within our college. Continue to look for those country roads that take you home to Morgantown. And when you do come home, you are always welcome within CPASS. Let’s Go Mountaineers!

Sincerely,

Jack C. Watson II, PhD, CMPC
Interim Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Lynda Ellen Bowers

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Katherine Elizabeth Fairhurst

SPORT, EXERCISE AND PERFORMANCE PSYCHOLOGY
Jonathan Joseph Stewart

Master of Science

ATHLETIC TRAINING
- Brianna Leigh Bennett
- Mackenzie Marie Evans
- Kaitlyn Godsey
- David Hicks Jr.
- Kali Michelle Kight
- Daniel Joseph Page
- Samuel John Scifo
- Katherine Anne Suelter
- Rebecca Eve Veltrie

SPORT COACHING
- Zachary Dale Barrois
- Joshua Travis Benton
- Camilla Rose Brizzi
- Kendall Mckay Brock
- Brooke Liane Cantwell
- Colin Corcoran
- Bernard Bruce Granville Jr.
- David Andrew Hoger
- Ryan James O’Rourke
- Nolan Ryan Potts
- Brett Joe Sloan
- Todd Jay Utt
- Brian Lee John Wagner
- Alexandra Elizabeth Walker

SPORT MANAGEMENT
- Nathan Joseph Adrian
- Meili Lynn-Qing Belko
- Matthew Scott Bezjak
- Austin Davis Buongiorno
- Tanner Warren Cain
- Kelly Miranda Calhoun
- Erin Nicole Donley
- Mitchell Donnachie
- Brooke Elizabeth Foster
- Ian Michael Gentile
- Joseph Giacchi Jr.
- Gabrielle Alexandra Godwin
- Amanda Michelle Howett
- Daniel Karrs
- Jordain Lilavois
- Bryana Ashley McCarthy
- Jarom Robert McLiver
- Noe Moraida IV
- Mitchell Plumer
- Shane Price
- Lauren Anne Reed
- Joseph Scott Robinson
- Seneca Scarboro
- David Michael Shrewsby
- Dustin Snyder
- Kayla Whoolery

COACHING AND SPORT EDUCATION
- Matthew Eric Anti
- Ross Stewart Glegg
- Jarric Troy Hoskins
- Connor Joseph Olson
- Abby Louise Reid
- Kanchana Paromita Venkatesh

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
- Michael Draper Byrd
- Tyler Cook
- Derrick Hendershot
- Christina Impallaria
- Gracyn Noelle Johnson
- Gregory Fenton Kester
- Shelby Elizabeth Landay
- Olivia Jane Mackey
- Rachel Wimer

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

- John Foster
- Stephen David Hill
- Matthew Brian Jeffery

- Jordan Catherine Masaitis
- Domenic Michael Monroe
- Justin Michael Ruble

- Justin Thomas Rush
- Jordan Vance Silvers
- Kierra S. Thompson

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Isaiah Milka Briggs
Bauer Devin Cipressi
Jared Cleghorn
Deionte Cobbs
Cody Tyler Davis
Logan Glennard Foster
Tyler Horning
Benjamin Hunter Ivey Sr.
Matthew Dillon Marable
Patrick John O’Hara
Daniel Joseph Paszkowski
** Aiden Perrenoud
* Tristan James Price
Winston Elizabeth Sheridan

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Brandon Alfred Akers
Katelyn Sue Ashcraft
*** Katherine E. Bryant
*** Noah Glenn Cowles
Brittney Justine DeMarco
Dominique Dockins
** Autumn Paige Hammel
Gabriella Camille Mammano
* Emma Estelle Plasterer
Elissa Roblero
* Kailee Elizabeth Selders
Theodore Nellis Slahetka
*** Jayde Shaiann VanRiper
Shyann Lynn Wallace
Sean Patrick Ward

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
* Daniel Johnathon Arndt
** Sara Mae Bennett
Emily Rose Faddis
*** Chase Thomas Gump
** Shayla Lou Hinterer
†*** Hannah Catherine Kelly
*** Garrett Christopher Lord
* James Paul Michelucci
** Jonathan Stanley Ratliff
*** Meredith Renee Robinson
Quintin Nathaniel Thompson
* Zachary Lee Vonderschmidt
* Jarrid James Winters

PRE-SPORT EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Ezekiel Realmonte

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Julieanne Abbonizio
Andrew Jane Abboud
Samuel Benjamin Ausperk
* Julia Kennedy Avolletta
Andrea Michael Azzouz
* Antonio Martin Bachmann
Christopher Baker
†*** Alisha Barnes
Boyd Jeffrey Bibeay
*** Candice Jaye Brown
Amanda Elizabeth Buehler
Samantha Josephine Burnett
* Lena Rayann Cauthen
†** Quinn Elizabeth Colquhoun
Kyle Mark Crisilip
Abby June Eberhard
Beloved Chibueze Enyinnaya
Jeremy Andrew Fish
*** Alex Joseph Glover
Megan Mary Halsema
Kenzie Cathleen Hickenbottom
Christian Higgins
John Donald Hott
Nicholas Eugene Imes
Khaliah Hosanna James
Miranda Leigh Katzenberger
Caroline Effie Kelly
*** Julia Louise Merwin
Brittany Nicole Miller
Kirk Moore Jr.
Brandon Langmia Ngati
* Nathaniel Anthony Oliverio
* Etienne Papineau
* Morgan Elaine Phillips
** Rebecca P. Poole
Desiree Victoria Lynn Regillo
** Blaise Allen Robson
Kristine Lynn Rogers
Christopher Eric Scales II
Joshua Frank Schubert
Ayna Mirae Smith
Celeste Adaire Smith
Robert John Snyder
Megan Sorah
Gabrielle Jane Szynkowicz
** Aric Robert Varlas
Emily Hannah Watkins
Brandon Nicholas Wiseman

SPORT MANAGEMENT
* Corey Jordan Acord
*** Michael Joseph Amber
Jareed Devon Askew
*** Christian Betsy
Nicholas Tyler Bonnett
Chase Austin Bowers
Samuel Camilletti
Sean Tyler Clayton
Leandra Victoria Cordiano-Mooney
** Brian Tyler Drennan
†** Lucas Edward Facemire
Connor James Friery
Anthony James Giaquinto
Isaiah Godfrey
Tanner Scott Henderson
Elizabeth Marian Henry
Whitney Nicole Hug
Michael Brent Johnson
Isaac Harrison Johnston
Kevin Patrick Lawrence Jr.
*** Oscar Linnes
Omar Daquille Logan
Jacob Michael Long
Caitlyn Jenell Lyons
Harshil Balasubramanian Menon
* Daniel Henry Orth
Adrian Emilio Perez
Luis Alejandro Perez Jr.
Luke Wyatt Regan
Nathan Gregory Riggs
James Robert Rivera
Ethan Michael Robinson
* Andrew Rullow
Megan Jo Schipono
** Nicholas Jordan Snyder
Ryan Stamski
** Michael Brian Stokes
Bryce Tamborra
*** Justyn Aaron Tennant
Cedric Alexander Thomas Jr.
†** Jacoby Demond Vault Jr.
* John Christopher Wiant
* Blake Morrel Williams
†** Noah John Wyatt

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Graduates,

You have worked hard and endured through many personal and shared obstacles to get to this point in your educational careers. Your success is impressive, and the highest congratulations are in order. As you’ve pursued an incredible education here at West Virginia University, allow me to teach you one more lesson before you go.

Twists and turns, uncertainties and surprises are part of what make a good story so riveting. Expectations fulfilled do not make for a good story. Many of your expectations, as well as mine, have not been met this semester. We expected life to go on as it always has with classes, graduations, birthday parties and weddings. We expected to shake hands, hug and say goodbye. Celebrations have been cancelled, but life has not.

Donald Miller writes in “A Million Miles in a Thousand Years: What I Learned While Editing My Life,” that the point of a story — and life — is character transformation.

“If the character doesn’t change, the story hasn’t happened yet,” he says. “And if story is derived from real life, if story is just a condensed version of life, then life itself may be designed to change us so that we evolve from one kind of person to another.”

Change does not come from a place of comfort and mundanity. Change comes when it is forced upon us and we must, somehow, press on. Although it may not feel so, twists and turns, uncertainties and surprises are nurturing forces to any protagonist.

Your life, your story and your character have been challenged. I hope that you’ll pursue transformation as adamantly as you pursued education.

I am happy to usher a class, not of graduates but of protagonists, on to write the rest of their stories. However, I won’t congratulate you for your graduation. I won’t congratulate you for this achievement. I congratulate you for the unforeseeable twist, the scariest turn, the unknown uncertainties and the biggest surprise a graduating class has ever encountered. I congratulate you for the incredible story you’ll live and the impressive character you’ll become.

Congratulations, graduates, your story has begun.

Kenneth P. Blemings
Interim Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

ANIMAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Angela Elsie Lamp
Andrew Ryan Weaver

HUMAN AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Christopher Belkon Agba
Ashley Dawn Watts

NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Douglas Mugabe
Alexandre Ribeiro Scarcioffolo
Samuel Paul Taylor

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Cameron Michael Stauder

Master of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design

Dillon Brant Meadows
Dominic Chukwuemeka Oshoba
Shane Michael Plum
Rachel Louise Spiker

Master of Landscape Architecture

Udday Shankur Datta
Jesse Aron Jean

Master of Science

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY
Camren Layne Maierle
Zachary Charles Phipps

DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING
Damilola Tomiwa Fasinu

ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS
Jamie Harris Hoffmann
Jesse Aron Jean
Joseph Andrew Kimmet
Kelly Elizabeth Kulp
Madison Rose Sterne
Dante Tiberi
Gilbert Valdez
Samuel Bryce Wickline

GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Naomi Garrett Williamson
Logan Paul Zeigler

NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCE
Mary-Kate Barker
Jae Hyun Kim
Joshua Replogle
Kelsey Lynn VanSickle

RESOURCE ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT
Quinn Rachel Beeson

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
Laura Danielle Graham
Caitlin Wilson

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Master of Science in Forestry

Justin Alexander Earle
Kevin Jordan Harris

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Noah Arthur Barker
*** Debra Marie Bell
John A. Bowen IV
Savanna Leigh Christy
Christopher Alan Rusch Jr.
** Sophia Rose Spangler
Parker Gray Surface
Richard Perry Vest II
* Samantha Nicole Worley
Bachelor of Science

AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Isaac Stephen Bechtel
Austin Beringer
Cheyenne Elizabeth Currey

*** Jonathan Patrick Doty
** Reagan Olivia Ernst
Nikolas Georgopalis
* Alex James Gigandet
Sean Michael Green
** Alexander Grayson Hanna
** Jaimee R. Harrison
Nicholas Tyler Hensley
Jacob Earl Joos
Erin Elizabeth Kidwell
Ashten Liam Lynch
* John Justin Martin
Sarah Katherine Moore
Amelia Dawn Preusch
Kylr James Rea
Jacob Joseph Schmidt
Matthew Peter Zelich

AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Vincent Thomas Guanciale

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Maxwell Reid Adams
Elizabeth Jordan Kay Ammons
*** Cassia Marie Busch
Chyra Alexis Chitty
* David Matthew Clevenger
Morgan Taylor Day
Mekenzie Ray-Ann DeFranco
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Dunn

*** Danielle Elizabeth Fischer
* Eryn Mallory Fleming
** Isabella Rain Halter
† Kari Lyn Harding
Sonja Jutta Hoyland
Elizabeth Boivin Janelle
Anna Claire Koontz

*** Jeanna Marie LaBarbara
Robert Edward Lane

*** Caroline Elizabeth Leadmon
* Sharon Vanessa Lopez
Tara Ann Lowery

*** Anna Marie Loyd
* Cody Brown Martin
Caitlyn Danielle McCann
Alexandra Ann McDermott
† Bailey Nicole McKemy
* Allison Louise Melius
Michael James Miller
Morgan Mitsuko Okubo
** Samantha Lee Osborne
Bethany June Proctor
Sara Beth Queen
Katheryn Rae Ransom
Megan Lucille Reiss
* Lauren Elizabeth Rentz
* Madison L. Riley
Reagan Rebecca Ross
Sofia Rose Sansalone
Caleb Dayne Shreve
*** Cole William Taylor
Dalton Michael Ulman
Sophia Vatelle
Carrie Rae Wachter
Kyrile Rachel Williams
** Brooke Hunter Zedar

BIOCHEMISTRY
* Shahad Turky Algarni
Jaret Brown
†*** Thaiddeus Daitch Nikademus Dillie
Avery Sage Fleethart
* Kaley J. Garloch
Dwight Douglass Hanshew III
†*** Levi Michael Helmick
†*** Nolan Ryan Holley
* Victoria Jean Knotts
** Megan Lauris
†*** Caroline Elizabeth Leadmon
†** Raymond Yin Liu
†*** Joseph Patrick Lokant
*** Matthew Ryan Lowery
†*** Ian Patrick McCoy
Cheyenne D. Menking-Hoggatt
Matthew Aaron Moore
*** Megan Renee Morral
† Jarey Norris
†** Preston Andrew Padden
†*** Emilia Mariah Warnick
Nicholas James Wirtz
†* Bennett Alexander Yunker

DESIGN STUDIES
* Abigail Anne Green
Emily Jean Lane
Charlotte Levinson
Nicholas Andrew Martin

ENERGY LAND MANAGEMENT
** Tyler James Bruno
Gunter David Byrd
Austin Del Carlo
* Danielle Katherine Devlin
*Cory Hunter Farley
Andrea Fichtner
Denver Travis Goldsmith
Matthew Dean Gorby
Joseph Edward Hagan
Makayla Summer Henary
Skyler James Humphrey
Chase Matthew Jenkins

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Maleehah Kawal Akhtar
Jonathan Thomas Bayly
Tyler William Bunts
*** Daniel Anthony Cozza
Victoria Lynn Eastep
Alan Eric Gumbs
Brian Eric Gumbs
Matthew Ibarr
†** Jake Ilgenfritz
Alexander Timbrook Irwin
John J. King
Tyler Andrew Krueger
** Hannah Mae Morris
Adam Shawn Nelson
Cody Andrew Papa
Shelby Putnam
Ashley Caitlyn Randt
Andrew John Smith
Richard Perry Vest II

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
William Baxley Brooke
* Elijah Ray Dempsey
Trent McIntyre
†* Sullivan Wilcox Moore
* David Henry Nason
Liam Dalton O’Hara
†** Jack Steketee

ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY
Sean Robert Estep

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCES
Amber Marie Adkins
Helen Taylore Brown
Grace Elizabeth Dever
Kaylee Jane Dillon
Martin Francis Hayden IV
Erin Louise Mates
Amos Phillip Stead
* Hannah Marie Walls
Kalila Cassandrah Zenk

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors  ✶ Honors Foundations Scholar
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FASHION DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING</th>
<th>INTERIOR DESIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*** Gabriella Lucia Anile</td>
<td>Dalal Taha Y. Alameer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Benson</td>
<td>Sukaina Fayez Aldawood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†*** Erin Shelby Buster</td>
<td>Kelsey Christine Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†*** Morgan Anne Buster</td>
<td>Juana Adelaaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Miche Cebenka</td>
<td>Sarabeth Elaine Benusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sarah Gordon</td>
<td>* Rhiannon Emma Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Harris</td>
<td>Julia Diana Dalton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Ashleigh McCarthy</td>
<td>Taylor Ann Idoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Jo Miller</td>
<td>Kelly Elizabeth Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Danielle Marie Murray</td>
<td>* Katie Jean Klemp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Zarine Parsons</td>
<td>Megan Mateosky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Alexandra Powers</td>
<td>Grace Ann Parzych</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Annabella Breeze Snyder</td>
<td>Jaime Ruderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connor Bradley Seiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Danielle Marie Murray</td>
<td>* Riley Jo Simmerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Zarine Parsons</td>
<td>** Paige Nikole Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura M. Gainor</td>
<td>Dana Naomi Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Gordon</td>
<td>Theresa Vx Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brendon Lee Wade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sarah Gordon</td>
<td>* Alexis Victoria Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sarah Gordon</td>
<td>* Anthony Nelson Mesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Harris</td>
<td>** Lauren Muncy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Ashleigh McCarthy</td>
<td>Jacob Vincent Nuzum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Jo Miller</td>
<td>Krista Jayde Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Danielle Marie Murray</td>
<td>Michael Carl Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Zarine Parsons</td>
<td>* Emmylyne Grace Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Alexandra Powers</td>
<td>Brenden Zachary Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zane Samuel Sine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Annabella Breeze Snyder</td>
<td>Katelyn Ann Willis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Luke Wilson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS</th>
<th>WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*** Anwaar Mehdi Al Abduwani</td>
<td>Katherine A. Adase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Nujood Ebrahem Alessa</td>
<td>Noah William Cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa Alsuaileek Sr.</td>
<td>Matthew O. Callaghan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sara DeJarnett</td>
<td>** Danielle Marion Canning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Paula Kay Farris</td>
<td>Michaela Star Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Elizabeth Gales</td>
<td>Autumn Raine Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Taylor Elizabeth Haney</td>
<td>** Jonathan Mark Fisk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Robert Mcneely Iler</td>
<td>Sarah Kathrine Frazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Margaret Kelly</td>
<td>Jonah Miller Freeland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn King</td>
<td>Jacob Cline Frymier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Olivia Nicole Kinkade</td>
<td>** James Anthony Giannone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Alyssa Claire Koopman</td>
<td>Ryan Michael Kemp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Nariman Abdul Karim Kil</td>
<td>Sarah Elisabeth Kulis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmalee June Middendorf</td>
<td>Garrett Roy Layne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lila Elizabeth O’Bryant</td>
<td>Ryan Wesley Leedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor M. Paeth</td>
<td>* Brylee E. Lemasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Olivia Rinehart</td>
<td>Zackery William Liller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Mona Fatima Sadat</td>
<td>* Anthony Nelson Mesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ameera Salman</td>
<td>** Lauren Muncy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Corinne Renae Vincent</td>
<td>Jacob Vincent Nuzum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Jane Waldman</td>
<td>Krista Jayde Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Nichole Yutzy</td>
<td>Michael Carl Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Emmylyne Grace Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brenden Zachary Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zane Samuel Sine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katelyn Ann Willis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Luke Wilson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION

*** Shannon K. Allen
** Sylvia Rose Calabrese
Kaitlin Morgan Ely
†*** Jamie Lynn Hetrick
    Alexis Elizabeth Lansford
    * Seth William Law
    Bethany Ann Meyers
*** Emily Nichole Parent
*** Lacey Dawn Seckman
    Alaina Marie Smith
    * Riley Guinn Smith
    * Orrin Hunter Smitley
    Rachel Meredith Summers

AGROECOLOGY

Fred Richard Gifford
Tanner Charles Judd

AGRONOMY

Tyler Kyle Kirkwood Gwynne

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES

Colton Lance Arbogast
Leah Marie Aronin
* Brett James Beckley
** Sophia Ann Deignan
    Amanda Leigh Easton
    Jennifer Lynn Hart
    Allyson Nicole Klinger

† University Honors

Gregory Levi Knight
Zachary Duane Mearkle
Delaney Jane Parsons
* William Stephen Shultz III
Hailey Jo Smith
Luke Marco Veltri
Charles Darval Wilson

Bachelor of Science in Forestry

Nathanael Archer Burkhart
Bryson Lee Deschamps
Adam Nelson Haddix
Cole Fisher Kalna
Michael Robert Manduke
Preston Jordan Pennington
Peter William Schoderbek
*** Molly Anne Sherlock
    Noah Michael Smith
    William Edward Smith
    Carly Melissa Spear
    * Grant Alan Tennant
    * Page Elaine Weckbacher

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
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Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture

** Ross Landis Acampora
** Al Zahraa Zahir Al Abri  
Nicholas H. Ashton
* Tyler Ray Bailey  
Christopher Paul Claeyssen  
Nicholas Robert Collins  
David William Dare  
Shane Riley Dushay
* Paul Nicholas Gallo  
Jonathon Richard Good  
Tyler Jordan Gray  
John William Hendrickson

* Charlton Rhys Jenks  
Lucas Klase  
Bradley M. Legg  
Matthew William McHale
*** Jacob Thomas Mellott  
Nicholas James Oxendale  
Amanda Lyn Quigley  
Thomas Darren Raines Jr.  
John Robert Sinko Jr.
*** Braydon William Strausser
† Shelbe Rae West
Charles Rowsey Withers IV

Bachelor of Science in Recreation

Abigaile Kaitlyn Crago
Peyton Eli Hartman
Jordan David Hess
Paul Joseph Hruby
Alex Jeffrey Lingafelter
Nicolette Halle Miller

Certificate

GIS AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS

Quinn Rachel Beeson
Brittany Nichole Casey
Udday Shankur Datta
Justin Alexander Earle
Jamie Harris Hoffmann
Jesse Aron Jean
Samuel Bryce Wickline

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Dear Eberly College of Arts and Sciences May 2020 graduates,

On behalf of the Eberly College, I wish to congratulate you on this great achievement. Whether you have completed an undergraduate degree program; graduate/professional program; or a doctoral/research program, you all share a tremendous achievement in completing your studies and earning your degree. We, in the Eberly College, are very proud of our more than 1,100 May graduates, and we look forward to you using your education from the College and WVU to further your endless opportunities.

Our College is at the heart of WVU. It is the University’s largest and most diverse college with over 60 different degree programs. For the past several years you have been a vital part of our College and the source of its mission. I wish to thank you for letting our faculty and staff work with you, guide you and help you achieve success.

I have found it to be the case that few of us achieve meaningful successes without the help and support of others. Graduates, you have no doubt experienced numerous challenges as you progressed in your studies to arrive at this day. You have needed the involvement — the love and concern — of your parents, family, friends and other significant people in your lives. I hope you will take the opportunity to reflect on those who have helped you along the way — those on campus and those who have helped from afar. They share in your success, and I know you are grateful for their support.

Despite the fact that we are not physically present for Spring Commencement, remember that today is still a time for celebration. A celebration of ideas. A celebration of possibilities. Your collegiate education is a shining example of all that can be accomplished when you take ideas, embrace their possibilities and develop them into something meaningful.

Remember that the diploma you’ve earned is but a symbol of your achievement. It is your education – what you have learned about and learned how to do – that is the real gift. That is the culmination of your college experience. Never more than now, do we need individuals to utilize their education to touch lives, impact communities and help contribute to the solution of some of humanity’s greatest challenges. While this is an occasion to celebrate, it is also a time to launch anew. Continue to foster ideas, recognize their possibilities and unleash them as innovative solutions our world desperately needs. Finally, always remember that those ideas are rooted in your experiences here at West Virginia University and in the Eberly College, but that your ideas are only limited by your imagination.

Mountaineers, I congratulate you and wish you the very best!

R. Gregory Dunaway, PhD
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

BIOLOGY
Samual Patrick Bradley
Philip Michael Crim
Ashley Nicole Henderson
Justin Michael Mathias
Matthew Joseph Winans
Ran Zhou

CHEMISTRY
Lloyd Bwanali
Cassandra Louise Crihfield

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Stephen Michael Kromka
Mckay Steven West
Kylie J. Wilson

ENGLISH
Samuel Arthur Horrocks
Jeffrey Wayne Yeager

FORENSIC SCIENCE
Jay Tyler Davidson
Jamie Spencer Spaulding

GEOGRAPHY
Dave Edward Knieter
James Paul Schindling
Pragya Srivastava

GEOLOGY
Oluwasegun Abatan
Anna Sofia Andeskie

HISTORY
Zachery Christian Cowsert
Francis Michael Curran
Gift Wsambo Kayira
Autumn Mayle

MATHEMATICS
Keith Gallagher
Tyler D. Knowles

PHYSICS
Steven William Brandt
Golnoosh Golpayegani
John Samuel McKee
Dustin Schrecongost
Saeed Yousefi Sarraf

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Eric Matthew Myers

PSYCHOLOGY
Katy Lynn DeLong
Katelyn Frances Romm
Natalie Jones Shuler
Cory Ann Whirley
Tyia Wilson

Master of Arts

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Dylan McCarthy August
Amber Linn Hanshew
Trinity Lee Altano Mullins
Rebecca Ann Radbaugh
James Michael Richards

ENGLISH
Kerri Michele Childs
Tamer Nathaniel Ellis
Abigail Catherine Reeves
Anna Hamilton Schles
Hallie Jean Van Camp
Olivia Marie Wertz

GEODESY
Martin Aucoin
Brittany Nichole Casey
Rhoda Nyirenda
Mark David Swift

HISTORY
Ann Kathryn Fleming
Matthew David Harris
Andrew Robert McCloskey
Abbi Elizabeth Smithmyer

LINGUISTICS
Andrea Hernandez Hurtado

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Adam Alrowaiti

PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND EDITING
Adyline Bowders

PUBLIC HISTORY
Olivia Cawood
McKayla Herron
Andrew Thomas Linderman
Lydia Marie Strickling

SOCIOLOGY
Bernard DiGregorio
Emily Nicole Hawkins

TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES
Hannah Lynn Boggs

WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND LINGUISTICS
Gloria Elizabeth Acosta Dominguez
Magda Andreotti
Aida Bernabe Hernandez

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

Jordan Mackenzie Carter
Anna Kathryn Davis-Abel
David Joel Frame
Amanda M. Gaines
Luke Mcdermott
Andrew Michael McIntyre
Matthew Joseph Saporito
Ellen Clark Skirvin
Gabriel Sean Tapia

Master of Legal Studies

Emma Bryan
Theannah Remi Louise Dorrer
Kristy Dawn Fidler
Henry Paul Oliver
Tonisha Alexis Pullen-Smith
Philip Jeremy Scott
Tara Bonice Thompson

Master of Public Administration

Nujud Al Alshaykh
John Edward Artinez III
Karissa Ann Bjorkgren
Brittany Dolan
Rebekah Jeanine Dunaway
Mohammad Idris Rahim
Jack D. Swiney
Ariana Paige Thompson
Natalie Paige Trowbridge
Justin B. Tyree
Perri Williams
William Alexander Zillifro

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Master of Science

BIOLOGY
Jordan Richard Flesher  
Julianne Gmys Grady  
Adam Pollio  
Darin Lee Shrewsberry Jr.

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Rachel Elizabeth Ball  
Evie Katherine Brooks  
Emma Leigh Combs  
Emily Ann Haase  
Kayla Danielle Krausman  
Kristen Lee Newland  
Kelli Danielle Sullivan  
Caitlyn Wensel

GEOLOGY
Shadya El-Ashkar  
Kaitlin Gayle Evans  
Brennan Matthew Ferguson  
Tobi Michael Ore  
Jarrett Thomas Smith  
Randy Todd Toth  
Samuel Warren Tybout  
Marla Kaye Yates

MATHEMATICS
Basim Haidar Alhazmi  
Shuhad Tareq AlJandeel  
Ashley Nicole Bonner  
Neal Ryan Buxton  
Joseph Michael Sampson  
Daniel Jon Steel

PHYSICS
Cuyler Bryce Beatty  
Serdar Ali Bilgili  
Gregory Allen Riggs

PSYCHOLOGY
Kelsey Jean Evey  
Ilana Haliwa  
Stephanie Hope Jones  
Madeline Marie Marello  
Cecelia Irene Nelson  
Christopher Matthew O’Hearn  
Christopher Kyle Owen  
Gabriella Ponzini

Master of Social Work

LaDonna Lynn Adams  
Brooke Nicole Benton  
Karissa Ann Bjorkgren  
Desiree Naomi Bullock  
Heather Carr  
Taylor Michelle Cope  
John Mason Cross  
Dianna Dickins  
Theannah Remi Louise Dorrer  
Rebekah Jeanine Dunaway  
Ashley Dawn Freeman  
Amanda Lee Goddard  
Amy Lynn Golden  
Lynn Robert Grainger  
Kathryn Paige Hauldren  
Mara Alexis Kirkpatrick  
Melany Winter Langhurst  
Kaetlynn Leigheidra Lipinski  
Gloria Maha  
Jenna Mosely Lohnes  
Stefanie M. Myers  
Haley Palmer  
Allison Brooke Pritt  
Chloe Natasha Psarsky  
Clair Marina Ricker  
Jacqueline Marie Rife

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Bachelor of Arts

**ANTHROPOLOGY**
Tanishia Adams
*** Jamie Elizabeth Billman
Edwin Bulites Jr.
* Ethan Cantrell
*** Samantha Paige Hensley
Lauren Camilla Hicks
** Bailey Teresa Paige Keness
* Megan Louise Nelson
Jeremy Kyle Sergent
*** Tessa Marie Shaffer

**BIOLOGY**
Lexus Don Allen
Jada Delcina Bohn
Molli Elisabeth Coombs
* Victoria Brigitte deBuchananne
Alexis Duncan
★★★★ Haleigh Elizabeth Frail
Robert Arthur Gilbert
★★★★ Isabella Genet Neer
★★ Zachary Scott Porter
★★ Zainab Azhar Rana
Larisa Nicole Schock
★★ Avery Kathryn Smith
* Taylor Lynn Wakeling

**CHEMISTRY**
Courtney Lane Boot
★★★★ Katherine Kristine Dye
★★ Kasey Alexis Freshwater
Cory Thomas Halterman
Lauren Camilla Hicks
** Brenden Chase Honaker
★★★★ Nicholas Isaac Koenig
Linda Charlene Lehman
★★ Liqing Ma
★★ Trevor Pritchett
★★★★ Cheyanne Rain Steen

**CHINESE STUDIES**
* Andy Alexander Orellana

**COMMUNICATION STUDIES**
Homood Hamdan Alshaibani Jr.
Aeshah Alshehri
Rachel Suzanne Amerault
Brennan Andrew Banks
Jacob Anthony Boucher
Justise Sheree Clay
Joseph Cortese Jr.
Emma Jane Deal
Harley Nicole Decker
Kacie Lynn Emeigh
Scarlett Francis
Eric Daniel Gaffney
Cullen David Gookin
Iahuna Lynn Henry
* Ryleigh Herbst
Sean Kovatch
Jacob Patrick Lawson
Kristy Quynh Huang Le
* Sarah Abigail Lyons
* Jacob Andrew Masters
Nicholas William McCarthy
Emily Elizabeth Merchant
* Jani Regine Merritt
Sydney Rose Milhaven
Tiffany Diana Miller
Jessica Muti
Tyeshia Tammy Nelson
Taylor Nieto
Paige Reilly Phillips
Margaret Grace Presar
Ashley Alexandra Puschnigg
★★ Tyler Allen Ray Sr.
Adam Nicholas Richards
★★ Christiana Robey
Eriya Leigh Rosenbaum
Trayton Richard Saladin
Patrick Adam Sheehan
Elise Nicole Slayton
Jennifer A. Tringale
Shelby Lynn Weldon
Kelly Anne Whitlock Sr.
Courtney Geri Wilkie
Isabel Marie Witmer

**CRIMINOLOGY**
★★ Jeffery Shawn Thomas Adkins
Isabella Ta Agesen
Mohammed Siddiq Alamer
★★ Tif Abdallah Said Albadi
★★★ Rosanne Mariah Anderson
Eric Emilio Arroyo
Kyle Shelor Ayers
★★★★ Kaitlin Elizabeth Bailey
★★ David Bell
Cedrick Benoit
Shane P. Blainey
Makayla Dominique Brown
Megan Elizabeth Brunelle
★★☆☆☆☆ Madison Casimir
★★☆☆☆☆ Emma Cohen
Dustin James Cool
Ryan Thomas Corcoran
Ashlyn Anne Rosetta Courtney
★★ Riley Nicole Darragh
Nicole Elizabeth Delaney
Anthony William DeVita III
Alaysia Lynn Dillistone
Rebecca Nicole DiMarco
Dillon Tyler DiVello
Jessica Dobrinsky
Joseph A. Donato III
Alexis Renee Douglas
Frank Thomas DuMond
Kevin Patrick Dziubek
Abigayle Dawn Enos
Jacob Daniel Eversole
* Delia Theresa Feeney-Silver
Samantha Michelle Fernandez
Carmen Louise Fisher
Thomas Vincent Gelak
★★★★ Haley Lauren-Ann Gillispie
★★ Annika Suzanna Glitzer
Bethany Rachelle Gough
* Victoria Graden
Owen Taylor Gray
Bobbiann Gubbei
Evan Michael Hallowell
Mariam Renee Harper
★★ Miles Christian Hehner
Henry Stephen Hickman
Alexis Mary Hildenbrand
Emelie Danielle Hiraldo
Sarah Elizabeth Hogan
Connor Baughton Holmes
Shelby Lynn Hough
Cynthia Marie Hornek
Keenan Hughes
* Sullivan Allen Hutson
John Gokalp Ildokuz
Brennan Patrick Ives
★★ Benjamin Michael Jefferys
Victoria Aleigha John
Haley Rose Jusino
★★ Amber Lynn Kroll
Joseph Wahl Ledergerber
★★ Scott Brendan Lee
★★ Lexy Eden Llewellyn
Mikayla Angelina Marini
Christian Mccann
★★ Kiana Brianne McIntosh
John Edward McIntyre Jr.
Meredith Grace McWilliams
Michael Jonathon Michelli
Marina Binti Mohd Hamdan
Jacob Bowie Morris
★★ Haley Katherine Murkus
Abigail Lorraine Namath
Thien Nguyen
Jacob Brian Pelletier
Savanna Cheyenne Petway
Taylor Joseph Pollio
Nathaniel Garret Pool
Nicholas Lawson Raynor
Thomas Readline

* Cum Laude          ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors          ★ Honors Foundations Scholar
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Luis Antonio Reyes-Martinez
Chloe Robertson
Karla Michelle Rodriguez-Mendez
* Catherine Scheer
William Bryant Sceuch
* Michael Brandes Stein
Keely Ann Smiley
*** Alexis Marie Sole
Lydia Sue Sovine
Shaana Kean Stubenbordt
Morgan Gayle Tanilli
Gabriela Tobar
John McKeneze Tokarz
Maddison Tracy
†*** Ashley Nicole Vandall
Jessica Taylor Vierheller
Macayla Brooke Weller
Corey Allen Williams
** Andrew Troy Workman
Thaddeus Scott Wright
Brandon Zenevitch

ECONOMICS
Brayan Estrada Rojas
Lin Li
*** Zachary Joseph Senger
&& Alec Randolph Smith

ENGLISH
Nichalos Tanner Ballard
David Aaron Beckner
Emily Maraget Broas
Theresa Marie Capo
Eric Forrest Casdorph
†*** Madison Casimir
Shannon Elizabeth Cawley
Diana C. Cayton
Amanda Dawn Cooper
Josiah Spencer Cork
*** Harley Jade Crites
†*** Sarah Katherine Fox
Bailey Jacob Fox
Elijah Lee Garlitz
†*** Alexa Diana Halkias
†*** Hannah Jack
* Rachel Savannah Jenkins
Travis Hunter Kinsley
† Erica Rachael Kushner
†*** David Joshua Laub
Katie Lehosit
* Haleigh Paige McCourt
Olivia Belle McKenzie
*** Nicholas Scott Paitsel
Ashley Brooke Porter
Ryan Hunter Richardson
†*** Lucia S. Romani
Sarah Lenore Sample
Ariel Rachel Stein
* Savannah Marie Thomas
†*** Caroline Martha Toler
†*** Ashley Nicole Vandall
†*** Mary Elizabeth Werner
** Logan Mitchell Wotring
†*** Lindsey Paige Zirkle

ENGLISH/SECONDARY EDUCATION
Logan Daniel Bailey
* Katelyn Hope Fiery
** Ashton Nichole Friend
*** Tatiana Adele Kinsel
*** Sydney Leeann Luther
*** Nicole Marie Vitiello

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE
Colin James Arnold
** Kayla Rose Bailey
Sara Bertoni
* Emily Elizabeth Ann Boothe
Russell Gordon Cameron
Dominick Antonio Cifelli
* Christopher Stewart D’Emidio
Michael Edward Fidler
* Clayton Douglas Hefner
Grace Hibler
Ajay Jagadesan
Andrew Kettle
Rosemond Mensah
Jonathon Bronson O’Brien
** Tyler Jay Richards
Matthew Thomas Sooy
* Jerry Russell Tanner
Lily Dawson Walsh
Ross Thomas Wylie
** Daniel Zvitkovitz

GEOGRAPHY
Abdul Aziz Abdullah
Sebastian Gonzalez Bravo-Peterec
** David Joseph Coleman
Joseph Curiel
Noah Patrick O’Brien
†*** Cameron Ellis Pauley
* Eric Carl Edward Sinius Sjostedt
Ryan Keith Thompson
Shaine Alexandra Warner

GERMAN STUDIES
Dawson Sheetz

HISTORY
Nicholas Giovanni Aquino
Joseph Michael Butcher
Troy Dakota Carneal
Kelsey Margaret Castner
* Dominic Scott Cunningham
Benjamin Augustus Flohr
Bailey Jacob Fox
† Delaney Grace Furr
Caitlyn Marie Grantham
*** Alexa Diana Halkias
Steffan Leigh Harris
* Max Hedges
* Rachel Savannah Jenkins
* Grant A. Johnson
Gordon Race Kayfus
†*** Cameron Michael Kiner
Bryan P. Kondracki
Katie Lehosit
** Emma Rose Livingston
Matthew Dillon Marable
Thomas Robert Miles
Kala Marie Miller
†*** Jordan Lee Nistendirk
*** Cameron Ellis Pauley
Anthony Perdue
Joseph Patrick Perone
** Molly Jane Plante
Brittany Erin Puzausky
Ariella E. Rodriguez
Thomas Warren Royce
*** Tessa Marie Shaffer
Connor Patrick Shaw
*** Jovanna Elizabeth Shirky
Hunter Bay Sims
Mallory Elise Sisler
Andrew Strader
Nicholas Graham Taylor
** Adrienne Faith Thompson
Adam Scott Tschopp
Charles Matthew Urbanek
Ixya Vega

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Esther R. Danielson
* Erin Elizabeth Hanlon
* Patrick C. McKay Jr.
†*** Dymond Brown Murray
† Emily Renae Smith
Michael Paul St. Clair II

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Farah Ali Aljamea
Mary-Pauline Elizabeth Bolyard
* Isaac Michael Calvert
** Andrew Brian Chandler
Savannah Chastine England
** Riley James Fahey

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors && Honors Foundation Scholar
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)
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†*** Alexis Christine Florence
McKenzie Alexandria Harris
Brooke Henthorn
Ashley Marie Hernandez
Spenser Evan Hively
* Christopher Phillip Hummel Jr.
*** Cameron Michael Kiner
** Leif Klinger
Christian Patrick LeGras
*** Heleana Joyce McFadden
Amanda Christine Mercedes
† Dazia Brooklyn Miller
* Christina Lynn Murray
*** Neyha Naveed
* Andy Alexander Orellana
** Molly Jane Plante
Brittany Erin Puzausky
Jeanne Victoria Remy
†*** Hunter Leigh Rulon
Lacey Ann Schroyer
Charlotte Anne Steffensen
Melanie E. Stevans
Sarah Jo Stone
* Victoria Elizabeth Teufel
Corey Allen Williams
** Alyna Catherine Wilson
* Sydnee Arielle Wurtz
†*** Lindsey Paige Zirkle

MATHEMATICS
Isabelle Paige Covington
Sarah Anna Holliday
*** Webster Blinkabi Neely
Yiruo Jiang

MATHEMATICS/SECONDARY EDUCATION
† ** Michelle Lynn Chandler
*** Erica Lynn Conaughty

PHILOSOPHY
* Joseph Harold Eugene Bellamy
** Gillian Paige Brown
* Alessandra Maria Cava
** Patrick A. Davis
Abigail Grace Fitzpatrick
Owen Taylor Gray
Zoe Elizabeth Kahle
Travis Hunter Kinsley
*** Sofia Noor Lateef
*** Cameron Thomas LeFevre
†*** IAIN Charles Mackay
*** Webster Blinkabi Neely
Christopher John Eze Nwoye
Emily Marie Oliverio
Vandam Kamkar Parsi
* Cassidy Lauren Riley
** Yezenia Guadalupe Rodriguez
†** Lucia S. Romani
** Abigail Grace Swiger
Messai Ashenafi Tadesse
** Pim Trommelen
*** Jeremiah G. Werhoff
** Logan Mitchell Worthing

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Austin J. Altemus
Justis Watson Antonioli-Zigubu
Lucas Cabell Atkins
Hailey Cam Baker
* Jaime Michael Bisbey Jr.
Amanda Bobbie Bourque
†*** Megan Lynn Elizabeth Buckman
Brandon Lee Callahan
†*** Madison Marie Carroll
Chevel Carroll
Tyler Avery Christy
*** Jacob Nicholas Cimperman
Brian J. Conte
* Jacob Sidney Coots
Dominic Scott Cunningham
Joseph Curiel
Chelsea Rae Diegert
*** Carlie Walker Diserio
Liam Thomas Elliott
Savannah Chastine England
Paige Caitlin Everly
†*** Sarah Katherine Fox
Imari Taylor Gates
Taylor Joseph Giles
*** Haley Lauren-Ann Gillispie
Seth Goletz
Cailyn Brooke Hall
John Gokalp Ildokuz
Jared Henry Jorden
†*** Peyton Elizabeth Keener
Franklin Wayne Kerr
*** Olivia M. Kerst
*** Cameron Thomas LeFevre
* Abigail Rose Martin
Lorin Leigh Migaiolo
Natasha Milanovic
Sydney Rose Milhaven
†** James Donald Miller III
* Travis Steven Miller
** Nicholas Alexander Mosman
* Steven Dale Murphy
†** Jordan Lee Nistendirk
*** Anders Graff Nygaard
* Cassidy Lauren Riley
** Christian B. Shockey
*** Molly Bronwyn Shortall
Mallory Elise Sisler

PSYCHOLOGY
** Jeffery Shawn Thomas Adkins
Mikayla Tracy Agresto
Justin Ashlock
Alexandria Emma Attivissimo
Kyle Shelor Ayers
** Casey Jane Baker
Laura Grace Boggs
†*** Madison Marie Carroll
* Alessandra Maria Cava
Courtney Alex Conforth
†*** Hannah Paige Cottrill
*** Riley Nicole Darragh
Cara Ann DeCarlo
Katelyn Marie Dinklocker
Joseph Charles Dodrill
** Lindsay Deana Doyle
Ayantu H. Daguma
† Mackenzie Hwyl Easter
Madeline Farrior
Carmen Louise Fisher
Kory Beth Frame
Cheyanne Nicole Frayre
Chantelle J. Friend
*** Olivia Diane Gande
*** Julie Alycin Gilmore
** Annika Suzanna Glitzer
*** Alex Joseph Glover
Reilly Gnewuch
Morgan Taylor Goode
* Gage Matthew Graham
*** Andrew Scott Haines
Steven Anthony Hairston
†*** Kathryn E. Halkias
Vanessa Hamade Said
* Erin Elizabeth Hanlon
Mariam Renee Harper
* Alexander Lucas Houchins
Mckenzie Rene Hudnall
*** Sydney Lynn Hull
Bailey Ann Jones
*** David Koenders

* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude † University Honors ⊕ Honors Foundation Scholar
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Sarah Patricia Lempka
***
Alexis Lohn
Clairna Lovius
Alexander Nicholas Lupenko
Dayanna Lashe Mackey
Elizabeth Grace Maloney
Andre Cina Mardmomen
* Sidney Alexandria Matty
***
Lora Rena McDonald
Meredith Grace McWilliams
**
Haley Katherine Mutkus
Helen Rose Noyovitz
Julia Margaret Parkinson
Kaysee Frances Pascalli
* Madeline Olivia Price
Nicholas Lawson Raynor
Brianna Lucas Lepree Richel
**
Christian Robey
**
Harriet Rosalina Rowe
Amber Victoria Rusch
***
Hannah Catherine Salway
**
Emma Louise Shaffer
Rachel Dawn Shrader
Morgan Lee Smith
***
Alexis Marie Sole
Kimberly Breana Striegel-Nevarez
Amy Catherine Struble
Hannah Rae Taylor
Amethyst Daisy Thurmond
Macayla Brooke Weller
Hailey Marguerite West
Alisha Neshel Whipkey
Zoe Mykel Wright
Taylor Reed Wroblewski Sr.

REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS

Christine Adamko
Kelli Danette Allen
Michael Timothy Barno
Jaime Billotti
Robert Lee Bolard
* Michelle Lynn Bragg
Misty Dawn Brown
Julia Nicole Burkhammer
Casey Wayne Buzzo
Catrina Ellen Byer
***
Jeremy Dwayne Carson
Geylee Echo Chapman
Clayton J. Coffman
* Katie Elaine Colley
Che’Quelle Quinnae Cooper
Kaitlyn Abigail Corey
Derek William Crane
Madison Sierra Cummings
Sara Beth Cusenza
Brock Hunter Darnell
Chasity Anne Eddy
* Sharon Louise Everly
Klayton Farley
Jesse Welton Foster
Jack Clayton Foster
Alexander Michael Gillispie
Mark Arthur Gonzalez
Michael Justin Griffith
Joseph John Guarrieri
* Jedd Gyorko
Christopher James Hackett Jr.
Christian Carlson Hale
Sandra Jean Hare
Samantha Rose Hauser
Morgan Elizabeth Henson
William Randolph Henson Jr.
Michael Hohn
**
Suzanne H. Ice
**
Chelsea Nicole Johnson
Phillip Lunell Jones
Lyndasia Monique Jones
Phillip Avery Jordan
***
Jeanine Marie Kelley
Herbert Wilfred Koomson
* Audrey Elizabeth Kopich
Kimberly D. Layne
Joseph Franklin Leonhard
Junius Lincoln Lewis III
Meghan Marie Likens
Alexander Joseph Lojewski
Christopher A. Lujan
Hannah Maguire
Lee Marcussen
Stephanie Marie Martin
Zachary Allen McCourt
Anthony McDaniel
Sydney Leanne Merritt
Kelli Miliken
Delonte Dewayne Moore
Ambrose Damian Morgan
Christopher Thomas Morrell
Dana Marie Musick
* Shaun Patrick Neal
Joshua Scott Newman
Joseph George Niedoba Jr.
John Lucas Och
Sydni Rose Olson
Daniel Roy Olthaus
Therese Anne Paxton
Beverlee Payton
Teddy James Phillippi
Anand Pradeep
Zarley Michael Price
Trevor Joseph Ramundo
Daniel Joseph Rea
Onyx Janelle Redman-Thomas
Khurrum Sabir
Zachariah Jordan Schleuss
Brenden W. Sharkey
Johnnie D. Shindledeker
Kenneth Shoaff
Ryan Patrick Sked
Randy Nathaniel Sleen Jr.
Megan Irene Smagala
Brian Craig Stack
Justin Gregory Stapleton
Carley Ann Summers
Alyssa Colquhoun
Madelyn E. Trapp
Jenna L. Trifro
Kevin Scott Ullery
Melissa Ann Vance
John Michael Vertal
Michael William Vismans
Haley Weaver
Mekell Welcome
Cyle Derrick Wickline
Allison Margaret Widmer
Daniel Jacob Wright
***
Karen Annette Yablonsky
Adam Joseph Zehala

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Brandon Lee Callahan
***
Samantha Paige Hensley
* Catalina Cecilia Londono
**
Syndee Arielle Wurtz

SOCIAL STUDIES/SECONDARY EDUCATION

Ryan Daniel Brandenburg
Nicholas Stephen Lomasney
***
Shane Joseph Thomas

SOCIOLOGY

Julia Elizabeth Callan
**
Patrick A. Davis
Emerald Jada Evans
Amanda N. Mohr
**
Nicholas Pacilli
Samantha Carol Stewart
**
Pim Trommelen
Colter Jay Uscola
Kaitlyn Mckenzie Wells

SPANISH

Ethan Christopher Finney
***
Josephine Lee Valentine

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES

Andrea Morgan Blankenship
Jessica Lee Demboski
***
Carlie Walker Diserio

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Bachelor of Arts (continued)

† Michael Keith Hamrick
†*** Hannah Jack
** Harryett Rosalina Rowe
* Savannah Marie Thomas
** Hannah Victoria Stalker

** Alysha Dianne Erlewine
* Gage Matthew Graham
†*** Alexa Jade Harris
** Sean Michael Lang
** Ryan Armando Lopez
*** Neyha Naveed
** Vincent Michael Powell
Luis Antonio Reyes-Martinez
Mark Christopher Schlies
Melanie E. Stevans
Sarah Jo Stone
Hannah Marie Strom
** Abigail Grace Swiger
†*** Caroline Martha Toler

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Rediate Aragaw
Madison Lynn Bath
Charlie Andraico Benton
Elias Berhane
Maria Koren Bittle
Scottie Grace Bowley
De’Janae Olivia Boykin
Connor Alexander Bragg
Nathan Joseph Brooks
Michael Kerry Brown
Megan Brooke Chambers
Julia Janet Chaplin
Nicholas Oreste Citarella
Tyler Wesley Cook
Javier Enrique Cruz
Matthew Beggen Ducas
Benjamin Joseph Faria
** Megan Marie Farr
Nikki Kaylynn Folcher
Nolan E. Fraser
Anna-Lesa Marie Fuscardo
†* Jasleen Kaur Gandhi
Nathan Edward Green
* Taylor Grace Guido
James Cameron Hale
Jermaine Leroy Haley Jr.
Austin Hamler
Austin Gene Hartke
Aubrey McKenna Henderson
Jordan Shaffer Hoffmaster
Leah Maxine Hoyland
Kendra Nicole Huber
Matthew Arthur Iles
Brandon Carter Johnson
Miranda LeeAnn Johnson
Patrice Brianna Josephs
Sierra Lynn Landacre
Tynice Nicole Martin
Jordan Nicole Mathes
Krystaline Shonta McCune
Erin Frances Neary
Joshua Marquale Norwood
William Noah O’Reilly
Bailey Elizabeth Otey
Larney Elizabeth Prendergast
Alex Robert Price
* Jacqueline Miranda Rich
†*** Noah Samuel Riner
†*** Trinity Karolina Shaver
Troy Peter Stewart
Hannah Marie Strom
Jonathan N. L. Szymczek
Asia Capri Taylor
Emma Kaitlynn Tressler
Jacklyn Jo Varga
Abigail Erin Ventura
Corey James Walter
Tyrant Lavelle Washington
* Alexis Victoria Weaver
Jacob Wooster

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Bachelor of Science

**BIOCHEMISTRY**

* Shahad Turky Algarini  
  Jaret Brown  
  †*** Thaiddeus Daitch Nikademus Eillie  
  Avery Sage Fleehearty  
  † Kalej J. Garloch  
  Dwight Douglass Hanshew III  
  †*** Levi Michael Helmick  
  *** Nolan Ryan Holley  
  * Victoria Lynn Knotts  
  ** Megan Lauris  
  †*** Caroline Elizabeth Leadmon  
  ** Raymond Yin Liu  
  †*** Joseph Peter Lokant  
  *** Matthew Ryan Lowery  
  †*** Ian Patrick McCoy  
  * Cheyenne D. Menking-Hoggatt  
  Matthew Aaron Moore  
  †*** Megan Renee Morral  
  † Jared Norris  
  †** Preston Andrew Padden  
  †*** Emilea Mariah Warnick  
  Nicholas James Wirtz  
  † Bennett Alexander Yunker  

**BIOLOGY**

*** Ebraheem Ahmed Al Shatti Sr.  
  ** Nasser Samer Al-Rayyes  
  * Modhi F. Alaajmi  
  * Ahmad Mohammad Alhadher  
  *** Kawthar A. Alhajji  
  † Keenan Trent Allen  
  Omar Khalid Almezairei  
  *** Mohammad Faisal Alqahtani Sr.  
  *** Ali Osamah Alsayegh  
  *** Yousef S Y Al Altan  
  †*** Brandon Thomas Angalich  
  * Mason Drew Arbogast  
  † Ismail M. Asad  
  †*** Tyler David Bayliss  
  Jessica Mae Bland  
  Taylor Nicole Board  
  John David Hobbiton Bodner  
  ** Victoria Marie Bonafield  
  ** Jordan Nichole Bowers  
  Charles Royal Byrum Jr.  
  †† Meliah Kaitlin Campbell  
  ††*** Manar Tasnim Chowdhury  
  Noah Robert Collie  
  * Chantz Collins  
  Jacob Alexander Comer  
  ** Gabriel Cruz  
  ** Noor Ahmed Dahshan  
  ††*** Olivia Reed Darby  
  Makala Morgan Deal  
  †*** Katelyn Elizabeth Delaney  
  Sydney Nicole Dennison  
  * Aubree Anna Derrow  
  †** Savannah Grace Dervis  
  † Justin Quinten Embrey  
  *** Victoria Angela Fanucci  
  *** Adam Baker Fleckenstein  
  * Jenna Rae Fonner  
  ** Katelyn Elizabeth Frock  
  Emily Claire Frangello  
  †*** Fiona Ryan Galley  
  † Jasleen Kaur Gandhi  
  * Jacob William George  
  Courtney Madison Glover  
  †*** Kimberly Ann Grasmick  
  *** Colby Andrew Gresk  
  Timothy Lee Hahn  
  * Kayla Ann Harmion  
  †*** Levi Michael Helmick  
  Krysta Lavina Henderson  
  †*** Samantha Nicole Hershman  
  †** Annalisa Bison Huckaby  
  * Landon Eric Irwin  
  ** Sophia Lynne Keith  
  † Vanessa Marie Kelley  
  †*** Marshall Dana Kesterson  
  †*** Ryan Jeffrey Kirk  
  † Olivia Brooke Kulju  
  Shwana Mackenzie Lalka  
  †*** David Joshua Laub  
  *** Joshua Luke Libell  
  Josephine May Lo  
  †*** Aika Anne Lopatka  
  * Haley Nicole Lyons  
  †*** Eva Monique MacFarland  
  ** Jackson Matthew Madigan  
  ** Maryam Maghareh  
  *** Haadi M. Malik  
  †*** Miranda Lee Marucci  
  †*** Ethan Scott Mick  
  Jay Hunter Milam  
  Elena Grace Molnar  
  Spenser Douglas Myers  
  †*** Hannah Nicole Nesselrodt  
  Jake Patrick Newton  
  *** Nicole Elizabeth Orr  
  † Samantha Caroline Pagel  
  * Alex Lauren Pampalone  
  †*** Stephanie Marie Pennacchio  
  Marykate Perinotto  
  Jordan Nicholas Petrice  
  †*** Teresa Marie Pockli  
  Emma Anne Prunelle  
  † Katelyn Sue Ramsey  
  Nathan Christian Riazi  
  ** Molly Mae Roberts  
  Catherine Michelle Rondy  
  Kristin M. Ruddle  
  †*** Megan Elizabeth Russell  
  *** Katelyn Michelle Sarver  
  Cyrus Alexander Shahnam  
  ** Muhammad Kareem Shamaa  
  † Matthew Sheik  
  ** Molly Jane Shott  
  * James Mitchell Smith  
  ** David Benjamin Smith  
  †*** David Sokolov  
  †*** Sara Beth Sredni  
  †*** Ksheeraja Alamelu Srimar  
  Nathaniel Scott Starcher  
  ** Mallin Starr  
  ** Madeline T. Stuchell  
  †*** Megan Alexis Sutherland  
  Nicholas W. Sweet  
  ** Mason Andy Tatro  
  Bryan Wagner  
  * Hannah Grace Wagner  
  * Gillian Wangelin  
  *** Kareem Ashraf Wasel  
  *** Fady Ashraf Wasel  
  * Gabriel Joseph White  
  †*** Jacob Sol Workman  
  Mamoon Humayun Yousaf  

**CHEMISTRY**

Alexis Leah Aldhizer  
†*** Zachery Nicholas Donnellan  
†‡ Bethann Nicole Flint  
** Sayward Keller-Ross Gohman-Kramer  
†*** Emily Rebekah Halpern  
†** Annalisa Bison Huckaby  
** Justin Lee Huffman  
Mikaela Ashley Joyner  
Scott Alexander Lopez  
† Annamarie Elizabeth McGuire  
†*** Samantha Alexis Mehnert  
* Mariah Lea Murray  
†‡ Oriana Christy Ovide  
* Kathryn N. Piehler  
†*** Maxwell Stuart Reese  
Chase Allen Wilson  
** Alexandre Andre Ziegelmeier  

**FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE**

Alexis Leah Aldhizer  
Zachary Bailey Andrews  
* Madeleine Artayet  
Leighanne Marie Ball  
Milena Ruth Bartell  
Madison Lynn Boyd  

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
† University Honors  
Ã Honors Foundations Scholar  
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Bachelor of Science (continued)

* Megan Rose Bradley
†*** Jenna Marie Brockman
†*** Andrea Eileen Chapman
* Jessica Anne Clelland
Emily Lauren Despres
†* Justin Quentin Embrey
†* Sarah Caroline Fleak
Daniara Rae Ford
Kaelyn Therese Ford
Jazmine K. Foster
Alyssa T. Fraser
Toni Marie Godfrey
†*** Emily Rebekah Halpern
*** Ian Graham Hathaway
Mikaela Ashley Joyner
Aurie Marie Koontz
†*** Alexander James Kornberger
† Rebecca Nicole Lee
†* Mikalaa Mae Martin
Marlyn Mathew
† Annamarie Elizabeth McGuire
†*** Samantha Alexis Mehner
Lexine Elizabeth Mengel
Courtney Marie Mitchell
Kiara Simone Myers
†*** Oriana Christy Ovide
*** Samantha Caroline Pagel
* Kathryn N. Pielher
* Adam Craig Rayman
Lydia Delaina Ringquist
* Amber Rose Rodeheaver
*** Katelyn Michelle Sarver
* Catherine Scheer
* Carter Aric Seckman
Antonia Marie Soto
Nathanial Scott Starcher
†*** Megan Alexis Sutherland
Brandon Patrick Vecchio
Olivia Nicole Veltri
** Julie Marie Veyers
Kristianna Nicole Weppler
Hayden Christopher Willis

FORENSIC CHEMISTRY
Kourtney Ann Dalzell
Kristina Marie Lee
Kylea Marie Mathison
Michael Charles Rawson

GEOMETRY
* Ahmed Ali I Al Dulaijan
** Abdullah Turki Alghamdi
Mohammed Ahmed Alkhman
Abdullah Saleh Almutlaq
*** Brenna Grace Cole
Micah Alan Crewsdon
James Garson Hagerman Jr.
Zachariya Haidar
* Emma Taylor Krolczyk
Charlotte Elise Lilly
Rince Kabondo Longo
Emma Brooke Steorts
Robert Benjamin Welsh

INDUSTRIAL MATH AND STATISTICS
*** John Russell Twist

MATHEMATICS
Michael Anthony Ball
Connor John Burton
* Zachary Ryan Cafego
†*** Nathanael Joshua Freeman
** Emma Ryan Henry
* Megan Keene
*** Ryan Edison Kelly
†*** Raymond Yin Liu
†*** Sydney Lynn Michalski
†*** Dalton Ray Minger
† Drew Scott Schaefer
†*** David Sokolov
Devan MacKenzie Tighe

PHYSICS
*** Arwa Ali Alyahya
* Justin Ross Bauknecht
Erica Beth Chwalik
** Billy J. Cole
Joseph Mario Falcone
Malcolm Fisher LaRose
Jacob Tyler Marshall Mayberry
Antonia Lynne Orsini
Ethan Josiah Taitt
†*** Anna Katharine Turner
†* Troy Lee Williams Jr.
Olivia Ruth Young

PSYCHOLOGY
†*** Kaitlyn Hope-Marie Berry
†*** Anthony Richard Carilli
Mariel Giorgina Castaneda
Katelin Mariea Cooper
Evan Richard Dufour
† Nour S. Foulal
Alyssa T. Fraser
Jack Phillip Frazier
** Helena Jane Garren
*** Angelyn Grace Gemmen
Maria Celeste Gonzalez
Frederick Lee Graybill II
Aisha Hashmi
Kennedy Aurbrey Hathaway
** Sophia Lynne Keith
†*** Devon Michael Kelly
†*** Amal Nadeem Khan
‡* Rachelle Deborah LaChance
** Sarah Margaret Lipinski
Kaci Leigh Ann Longwell
†*** Alika Anne Lopatka
†*** Eva Monique MacFarland
Liam Hunter McCabe
Jacy M. McCann
†*** Ethan Scott Mick
Troy Mumma
†*** Brady Kevin Ohrn
*** Nicole Elizabeth Orr
* Lauren Elizabeth Rentz
** Alyssa Marae Rittinger
*** Adam Scott Robertson
*** Kristin M. Ruddle
†*** Megan Elizabeth Russell
†*** Amy Elizabeth Schollar
†*** Trinity Karolina Shaver
Jenna Lauren Sidwell
†*** Morgan Freyja Simpson
Nicholas W. Sweet
** Sarah Michelle Travaglino
Abigail Grace Vaughan
Brandi Renea Whited
Cody Ryan Whiteman
Courtney Wild
Talia Renee Wilt

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
†† Honors Foundations Scholar
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Bachelor of Social Work

Ashton Taylor Allen
Calli Faye Amadio
** Antigone Faith Archer
Courtney Nycole Ball
Brooke Alexis Burns
* Zoe Marie Carrillo
*** Naomi Ruth Crickenberger
*** Jennifer Shea Darmelio
** Hannah Brooke Davis
* Sara Nicole Davis
Chelsea Diane Dean
Taylor Michelle Dean
*** Kristin Paige DeVault
** Taylor Jordan Dodson
Michaela Renee Ferguson
** Deja Imani Fleury
** Marlee Gelfand
** Alyssa Marie Golub
Rachel Leigh Harvey
* Kylea Elizabeth Hauser
Jerica I. Herrera
Averly Hobbs
Dejour Jackson
Morgan Brooke Jones
Abby Raellen Kinzer
Annie Friend Levdansky
Morgan Lippmann
Destiny Christine Martinez
* Holly Judith McKinney
Crystal Michelle Morris
*** Jackson Carroll Moss
Jamie Nicole Myers
* Jordan Paige Neighbors
Shawna Lee Nesselrodt
*** Rachel Jolene Pellegrino
Jacqueline Joy Pickens
Camille Greer Ratliff
†*** Tyler Christopher Redding
** Fiona Elise Richmond
Alexis Shawntee Russell
* Julie Ann Salmon
*** Summer Noelle Schmuck
** Shannon Michaela Shockey
John Alexei Siegal Jr.
* Brianna Elaine Siemer
†*** Katrina Alexis Snyder
Jessica Cynthia Tardencilla
** Cassidy Brooke Tolley
Alyssa Ann Torbett
Krystal Dawn Wagoner
** Caroline R. Wesolowsky
Abigail Grace Whittington
Kinsey Beth Wilfong
* Nakyra Willis
Ashleigh Brooke Woolum
*** Hayley Renee Wusinich

Certificate

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Olivia Cawood
Andrew Thomas Linderman
Lydia Marie Strickling

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Anna Kathryn Davis-Abel
Elizabeth Christine Dever
Mary Bridget Golden

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors  ⚫ Honors Foundations Scholar

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear Class of 2020,

It’s hard to say goodbye, graduates. It’s especially hard to say goodbye when you weren’t ready. You had more memories to make. You had more to experience. You had more to learn.

As it turns out, you did learn – just not in the way that you planned. Each of you learned more than you ever bargained for in the last two months – and you learned it fast. In the true pioneering spirit of the Chambers College, you pivoted quickly, and successfully learned to navigate an online environment. Most importantly, you learned resiliency, compassion and empathy. There is nothing more important than taking care of each other and lending each other strength when our world is full of uncertainty.

Those aren’t the lessons you sign up for when you came to West Virginia University for New Student Orientation. You registered for a biology course, a math course, an English course, never knowing that the greatest – and often, the hardest – lessons come from the unexpected moments that test our resolve. Each of you have persevered through some of the most difficult days our world has faced in your lifetime with strength and grit. No other generation is going to be as ready as you to face your future – a future that will, undoubtedly, be full of change.

I often say that our Chambers College students are the future of work, and that’s never been more true than it is today. I realize that it may be difficult to think about the future, as the uncertainty of the world is heavy right now. What is certain is that there will be a future, and that future needs you. It needs your perseverance, your energy and your adaptability. It needs your hope and your aspirations to change the world for the better. It needs you to be the next generation of creators, entrepreneurs and business leaders who will confront the problems of today and solve the problems of tomorrow.

The jobs of tomorrow will favor those who are prepared to innovate and adapt on their feet. Chambers College students are well-prepared to do just that, as you have risen to the challenge together of navigating through the final months of your college education with flexibility and tenacity.

Each of you has a blank slate in front of you, and that will give you the ability to transform business. Companies will be rethinking how they work, and they will look to this generation to make an impact and shape a new course for all functional areas of business and organizations.

My hope is that you never stop dreaming big. Know that I am so proud of each and every one of you, and I can’t wait to hear how you’re changing the world. Go out there and do the impossible – it’s what Mountaineers do best!

Best wishes,

Javier Reyes
Milan Puskar Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

**ECONOMICS**

Daniel David Bonneau
Perry Michael Ferrell
Candon R. Johnson
Arijit Ray
Yang Zhou

**FINANCE**

Sultan Abdulaziz Alturki

**MARKETING**

Mohammad Sakif Amin
Farnoush Reshadi
Lixun Su

Master of Arts

**ECONOMICS**

Erika Davies Antolin Barker
Alexander John Cardazzi
Joylynn Pruitt

Master of Business Administration

Mansour Hameed Abul
Ashley Brooke Ayers
Kayla Nicole Bailey
Justin Bates
Justin Michael Bosley
Matthew Guy Bower
Ashley Nicole Bruner
Zane Gregory Cartwright
Grace Casaclang Verzosa
Alexandra Marie Cincinnati
Travis Mackenzie Clark
Jared Colby Cooper
Jason Frank Craig
Derek Edward Dieringer
Cristian James Dlesk
Brandon Kyle Galindo
John Frederick Harper III
Madelyn Elizabeth Harvey
Shawn Michael Jackson
Caleb Michael Jennings
Smit P. Kansagra
Paige Kears
Jacob Hunter Kullman
Joel Kenneth Kuzminski
Rhode Gabrielle Laguerre
Ashlie Brooke Lake
Tyrrell Law
Troy Cseh Lilly
Gerardo Thomas Lopez
Logan Zachary Maghan
Sarah Elizabeth Majestro
Christen Elise Mangano
Jeffrey Logan Mantz
Ryan McCarty
Jane Ann McCutcheon
Slade McDowell
Sean Cheuvront McMasters
Katelyn Eileen Mitchell
John Mark Moore
Stanford Mullins
Erienne Virginia Olesh
Austin Michael Peck
Dylan James Prezkop
Olivia Nicole Price
Marcus Edward Prunty
Aaron Rarick
Damien Lamont Ricketts
Seth Williams Ritchie
Logan Routt
Dalton Lynn Rutter
Brandon Keith Sayre
Vincent A. Scalice
Jeffrey Alan Seams Jr.
Alexander Philip Slates
Nicholas John Smith
Trent Alexander Smith
Wade Tyler Sockman
Danielle Nicole Sprouse
George Paul Stakias
Jacob Sean Stipec
Carly Suplita
Anselm Tamasang
Jacob Robert Turin
William Rex Underwood
Matthew Joseph Urbowicz
Aishwarya Sucharitha Vijay
Kurt John Walck
Luke D. Wallace
Ryan West
Sierra R. M. Williams
Danie Zheng

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Master of Professional Accountancy

Priya Sankar
Shaelan Brooke Studer

Master of Science

FINANCE
Kyle Bird
Robert Buttermore
Huaxing Chen
Andrew Logan Disque
Jonah Jeffrey Fenerty
Austin Michael Goodwin
Jerry Lee McCallister III
Parker David McRae

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Kandu Eugene Agbimson
Kara Alvarez
Tonya Paige Blosser
Arysta Nichelle Brick
Megan Marie Carpenter
Cameron Ross Flesch
Melanie Jane Grover
Allyson Rae Harbour
Courtney Paige Hesse
Ryan Michael Hickey
Lindsay Ann Hodgkiss
Michelle Marie Holler
Brandon James Long
Bridget Erin Marois
Julius M. McCall
Molly Beth Nair
Elliot Terry Shepherd
Justin Daniel Snyder
Makinsey Lanae Sook
Lydia Grace Strain
Erin Nicole Taibi
Ashlie Taylor Tomasso
Emma Kathryn Vessels
Ashley Nicole Victor
John Anthony Vietoris
Calder Wilson

FORENSIC AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
Matthew R. Safranek

Bachelor of Science

ECONOMICS
†*** Daniel Jeffrey Boothe
* Cornell Steven Brown III
  Jacob Brown
  Jeffrey William Conboy
** Ryan Thomas Custer
  Carter Faeth
** Cameron Patrick Heeter
*** Danielle K. Kaminski
*** Nicholas Joseph Messineo

** Brady Charles Nanners
  Ryan Austin Parker
  Jesse Cole Riley
*** Alan Jeffrey Rowe
  Devon Lee Spencer
  Brett Ullman
* William Michael Wagstaff
  Page Layne Walker
** Madison Nicole White

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
ACCOUNTING

Megan Taylor Aaron  
*** Andrew Douglas Adkins  
Arwa Hamed Al Salmi  
Naser Alrumaiheen  
Kellin James Bail  
Amber Renee Barker  
* Amy Nichole Barnes  
Breanne Cassidy Barone  
** Martha Rose Boccia  
*** Abigail Marie Boguslawski  
* Hunter James Brookens  

††† Emily A. Browning  
Zachary Austin Callen-Taylor  
Lucas Michael Closter  
Matthew Jason Colangelo  
* Cassidy K. Cook  
* Stephen Charles Cooper  
** Danielle Cristobal  
Nicholas Andrew Cunningham  
Samuel Warner Danielson  
Benjamin Thomas Davis  
* Landon Joseph Davis  
††*** Jenna Nicole Dingeldein  
* Matthew Frydenberg  
Eric Clifton George  
* Georgette Louise Goodwin  
†† Colton J. Gore  
*** Jesse Dale Gresham  
Dalton Randall Grove  
Jesse Thomas Hall  
Matthew Hancock  
Rebecca Catherine Hare  
*** Timothy Joseph Hevener  
Christopher T. Hill  
Benjamin Andrew Hrko  
* Emily Ruth Ivancsu  
*** Sarah Elizabeth Jacobs  
Ava Lynn Jamieson  
†† Alley F. Jordan  
†*** Peyton Elizabeth Keener  
* Daniel Clark Keough  
** Kaitlin Ann Kerr  
** Alek Glenn Kesselring  
Kolton David Konchesky  
Megan Elisabeth Lamham  
†† Allison Paige Leggett  
Samantha Linaburg  
†*** Jessica Taylor Lowen  
Vincent Patrick Marron  
*** Joseph Mitchell McAlister  
*** Ronald Leo McKillip III  
** Ryan Maccauley Midkiff  
Jessie Marie Morgan  
* Kevin Austin Mullens  
*** Jordan M. Muncy  
Gage Andrew Napier  
* Samantha Nicole Nauser  

Robert Neishman Jr.  
Victoria Ashley Nestor  
Bobby Nutter  
Ciaran Sean O'Donovan  
Skylar G. Olmert  
Nathan A. Patten  
*** Stephen David Pendley  
Federico Perez-Munoz  
** Haley Caroline Pestle  
*** Jack Riley Portmann  
*** Lindsay Ann Proctor  
†**** Katherine Marie Pei Pei Zhang  
Rexroad  
Emily Paige Riggleman  
Howard Randall Sargent III  
Cody Lance Saunders  
Shaina Joann Shaw  
** Jeremiah Richard Small  
†**** Hannah Quinn Stanley  
Anna Magdalen Stas  
†* Vivian Irene Strader  
** Joseph Mason Titchnell  
** Siera Lynn Toles  
Erica Lyn Tscherniawsky  
** Joshua Urey  
** Sarah Valentine  
** Dylan Ryan Ward  
Jordan Edward Watring  
* Cody Michael Wolfe  
** Brooke Asalee Wotring  

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION

Jacob Thomas Armstrong  
** Rachel Elizabeth Biafore  
Michael Timothy Conley  
Noah James Davitian  
John Allen Franklin  
** Demitrus Emmanuel Jones  
* Killian Anthony Kei-Boguinard  
Adrianna Lea McDaniel  
Jacob Pannemann  
Dillon Anthony Reckner  
** Kody Austin Shearer  
Joshua Ryan Taubenslag  
Austin Brady Waugaman  
Corey Scott Widmeyer  
Derek Thomas Wilgus  
Matthew Ryan Woolwine  

FINANCE

Salah M M F Alajmi  
Mariam Hamed Alaraydeh  
Phillip Joseph Albers  
* Abdullah Alolayan  
* Michael Marino Altamura  
Nasser Altkhem  
Muadh Altuwajiri  
* Mark Ryan Burdette  
*** Qinwen Cao  
Brandon M. Casturo  
Zhenting Che  
** Samuel August Chico IV  
** Anthony Michael Citro  
Steven Lynn Corder II  
Ashleigh Lynn Cox  
** Danielle Cristobal  
** Ryan Thomas Custer  
Anthony Alexander Dalton  
* Muyang Du  
*** Blake Vincent Duffy  
Tianzi Fan  
* Xiaoqi Feng  
Brady Joseph Fisher  
†* Mark Anderson Glines  
Jeffrey Edward Good Jr.  
Gregory Jon Gorea  
Zixuan Gu  
Matthew Paul Gueze  
Xinran Guo  
†** Samantha Liberty Hall  
Harley Gabriel Hart III  
*** Jingyi He  
* Jielin Huang  
Ranchen Huang  
Kaelynn Rose Jordan  
* Katelyn Alexandra Kerr  
Isaiah Lawrence Keys  
** Davis Jared Kimble  
* John William Klaas  
Nickolas David Klink  
Jacob William Kluth  
Alexander Bradford Lewis  
Fengyu Li  
*** Huixin Li  
Jiayi Li  
** Mei-long Li  
Mingyang Li  
Shiyuan Li  
** Xinge Li  
*** Hao Liang  
Owen Brandt Lillard  
Jiawen Liu  
*** Aotong Lu  
Luke Alfred Luciano  
Yuxuan Ma  
** Nathaniel Albert Martin  
* Jameson Frank Mascara  
†*** Andrew Thomas May  
Thomas Mazzotti  
* Jessica Nicole Mcconaghie  
Luke Joseph Mccmaster  
* Emily Danielle McNeil  
** Darren Michael Meister Jr.  
* Stephen Odouro-Kwarteng

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
† University Honors  
§ Honors Foundations Scholar  
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Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

*** Fangzheng Ou
** Federico Perez-Munoz
* Evan Persons
** Haley Caroline Pestle
* John Pineda
* Josh Michael Reardon
** Luke Anthony Robinson
Julian Krishun Rohatgi
* Nicholas Henry Rossi
*** Alan Jeffrey Rowe
Cody Lance Saunders
* Bryan Schod
* Junjie Shen
* Collin Silk
* Benjamin Ballard Smith
*** Jordyn Marie Smith
** Fangyi Song
Brian Nicholas StCroix
Ev Danial Stire
Collin Michael Stover
*** Hanyu Sun
*** Gabriella Therese Taverne
* Jin Wang
* Zifei Wang
** Noah Joseph Weaver
* Sarah Katherine Weller
Yuanqi Wen
** Connor Jason Wischmann
** Trevor William Withrow
* Chad Joseph Wright
Yue Xia
Ning Xin
* Ziqi Xu
Shanqing Yan
Zeyi Yan
* Yiming Zhang
* Yucheng Zhang
*** Yuhuan Zhang
*** Zequn Zhang
Yan Zhao
Yizhen Zhao
Botao Zhou
** Ruiyang Zhou
HangYu Zhu
* Nan Zhu

GENERAL BUSINESS

Anthony Abate
Henok George Abraham
Ghanem Adel
Logan Crayne Baer
* Kelsi Morgan Bennett
David Richard Bishop
Grace Elaine Burchett
Morgan Elizabeth Casey
* Garrett Andrew Cathell
Austin Robert Cooper

Franck Arnaud P. Coulibaly
Anthony George Deceglie
Khufu LoChad Edwards
Khailil Malik Epps
Nicholas Joseph Falcone IV
Jac Walter Gemmill
Jillian Elaine Harmon
Austin Blake Henry
Drew Avery Jackson
Brian Patrick King
Antonia Rosa Lavine
Andrew Max Linderman
Michael Patrick Mckeever
Peyton Meyer
Zachary Robert Morgan
Megan Christie O'Brien
Jon Conar Perry
Colin Hunter Plante
* Derek Brian Podvojsky
Carly Elizabeth Poljak
Mackenzie Queen
Tyler Andrew Ramsburg
Brandon Wayne Robson
Angelica Ann Ruckdeschel
Blair Lee Ann Shea
Marquis Anton Silver
James Riley Stolte
* Haldan T. Swain
* Tyler Clayton Thurmond
Eric Robert Vazquez
Abel Estes Young Jr.

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

*** Alaa Abu Alnajaa
Amira Khalfan Mohammed Al Badiya
*** Isabelle Ambrose
Joseph Willoughby Baillio
Alexander James Barlow
Joshua Ray Booth
** Alec Jon Brechtelsbauer
** Lindsey Ann Caldwell
** Rachael Rose Dodaro
Jade Arianna Gentile
* Nora Mae Gregor
* Keaton Drew Hendricks
John Frederick Hussell V
** Jacob Edward Kennedy
** Darius Marcellus Lewis
Logan Michael Lucas
Michala Reagan Luck
*** Collin Thomas Martin
** Montana Brooke Martin
Mark James Mcgraw
Brett Michael McIntyre
* Justine Taylor McMullen
Samuel Nathan Neavell
Mitchell Vincent Nice

Elizabeth Grace Pendeville
Douglas Cole Phillips
Jonathan James Pohorylo
Kevin Joseph Ricker
Joseph Andrew Ryan
Michael David Saccani
** Sydney Elizabth Shurtz
†** Taylor Simon
William Nicholas Smallwood
Alisha Marie Smith
Riley Andrew Smith
Matthew Strong
*** Sabrina Ann Szajdek
Nijia A. Walls
Connor Joseph Waskiewicz
Karley White
Brady Philip Willis
** Michael Stanley Willis
* Jordan David Woods
Jenna Kathleen Zagrodniczek

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Kristen Anne Brugnoli
Katelyn Nicole Cooley
** Noah Elijah Hedrick
Melanie Christine Helme
Sophia Caroline Hogan
Justin Woodrow Lowers
Kristina Nicole Matassa
Matthew John Pavel
Victoria Anne Racelis
*** Brittnex Morgan Stover
Gianna Marie Ummarino
Sydni Vega

MANAGEMENT

Reid Aidan Albright
* Hashem Mansour Almajadi
Elizabeth Jordan Ash
John Andrew Atwood
Thomas Robert Barlow Jr.
Matthew Bryan
** Gisela Marylee Butler
Rayona Monae Chapman
Brandon Andrew Christian
†* Kaitlyn Faith Cline
Chloe Cluchey
** Jose Antonio Cobena
Darby Comas
* Jacob Collin Cook
Austin James Del Buono
* Joseph Aaron Embacher V
* LeAnn Brooke Evans
Shanna Alexis Flach
*** Laura Joanne Fleming
*** Alison Nicole Fry
*** Ashlee Danniele Galloway

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
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Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (continued)

Alyssa Marie Gilligan
Lucas Andrew Gorrell
Jillian Elaine Harmon
Madelyn Noel Hinchev
William Donald George Holstein
Robert Katonka
* Michael Kelly
* Mohammad Adel Khajah
Eli Anthony Kucherawy
Zachary Paul Leslie
*** Daniel Michael Liberio
Tanner Long
*** Macy Brooke Long
** Ryan Armando Lopez
Nickolas Karl Marigo
*** Philipp Matlari
†*** Lena Pearl Mersing
* Marissa Janae Michaels
Brooks Aaron Mickey
Shyanne Nicole Mickley
Nickson Tibruess Minja
Jonathan Alexander Monroe
Minhtrhan Thi Nguyen
Seth Sachain Parmer
Mit Patel
Anne Kirkland Patterson
Robert John Petukauskas
Zane Amado Santos
Dawson Sheetz
Joseph Anthony Stanton
Owen Stall
* Hunter Scott Tanner
Jacob Seth Taylor
Mary Katherine Thompson
Olivia Rose van ‘t Hoff
Trevor Stone Wooten
* Yisheng Zhang

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Deirdre Vivienne Andis-Klein
Billy Tristan Austin
Darren Lee Bishop
Michael Frank Bozick
Spencer Hayes Chafin
Emily Ann Clark
Rachel Erin Clarkson
Samuel Raymond Coulter
Lawson Bryce Eckman
Pierrot Basue Ejiba
Kam Hayer
Riley Karn
Matthew James Lazear
Trevor Dale Lineburg
* Sean Michael Mahone
Christopher Elad Mari
** Devin Tyler Melo
Jaylan Lee Moberly
*** Seth T. Petrice
Max Isam Rawi
* Justin Cory Ray
Zachary Reich
Thomas Upshur Scott
Zachary Tyler Smith
Luca Maurizio Tori
* Kevin Truong
Samuel Jacob Vaira
Christian Micah Valecko
†** Madison Renee Verbosky
Aaron Anthony Walker
Julian Donta Williams
* Cody Michael Wolfe
Dakota Dow Wolfe
* Curtis Mathew Young

MARKETING
* Schuyler Alexander Abbott
Logan Chase Allen
Kaity Amador
Patrick Zenon Arneault
Elizabeth Jordan Ash
Michaela Bailey
* Ashley Nichole Berryhill
Kathryn Ann Black
Stephen Trent Bodnar
Nathan Andrew Bossert
* Alyssa Renetta Bromley
Rachel Lindsay Brown
Reilly D. Brown
Matthew Joseph Bruqueta
Destiny Ilana Burgess
Alexandra Rae Burns
** Emily Rae Bushman
Noah Richard Butterfield
Katie Nicole Castelluccii
Craig Arling Chamberlain Jr.
Zachary Alan Clark
** Riley Elizabeth Clay
Alyson Nicole Coleman
* Claire Marie Craig
*** Jancee Marie Crotts
** Gabrielle Brianne Cuckovich
Jackson Brunner Curtis
* Kyle Preston Davis
* Averi Manon Desjardins
Donald Wayne Dillon Jr.
Meghan Nicole Donley
James Brian DuBoyc
* Nicholas Patrick Duminuco
Brendan Christopher Felipe
Mikayla Jade Fetchet
Andrew Guy Floyd
Emma Paisley Forrest
Logan Thomas Frygole
Kayla Mackenzie Fucarino
Zachary Joseph Gerben
* Sean Arthur Griffin
Samantha Jo Haberman
Suzanna Rose Hamrick
Thomas Caldwell Hanna
** Brooke Ellen Harlow
Andrew Riley Harris
*** Nickalaus Alan Hart
** Landon Blake Huggins
** Emyle Addriana Johnston
Ercan Emre Kucup Jr.
Cameron Scott Lane
† Rachel Elizabeth London
** Taylor Marie Marsh
Nicholas Alexander Martin
*** Meagan Kerr Martin
*** Caitlyn Rose McCallum
William Joseph McDermitt
Riley Lawrence Moore
†*** Tyler Austin Myatt
Benjamin Ephraim Orkin
Casey Orkney
Dana Novene Painter
Brandon Gray Peterson
Edward Jefferson Philpott III
*** Jared Anthony Pirrera
Katharine Marie Potts
Emily Ann Pulaski
Jessica Eve Radner
* Derek James Reh
Grant William Rhoads
** Kallyn Michelle Richards
Donaven David Salisbury-Mitchell
* Olivia Grace Sauvageot
†*** Tyler Schinosi
* Bryan Schod
* Amanda Jo Shaffer
** Nathan Christopher Skinner
Brenden-Tyler Griffith Solomon
Benjamin Rider Stach
Brennan Nicholas Stark
* Hunter Scott Tanner
* Lily Sue Tatterson
Madison Taylor
Tyler James Titone
† Kendall Paige Turney
** Eric Vincent Ullmann
† Alexander Lucio Ventura
Dominique Villasenor
* Elaina Lin Ware
Dakota James Warner
Conner Todd Watts
Zachary Cole Willhide
Gabrielle Dominique Wilson
Mitchell Zane Wohlfarth
Jordan Taylor Zajac

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors
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Dear Reed College of Media Class of 2020,

Congratulations! You have reached one of life’s major milestones.

Your last semester with us has been unlike anything we could have imagined, and yet it does not diminish this accomplishment. In fact, the unexpected events of the last couple of months have likely tested you in myriad new ways and left you stronger and wiser as a result.

As you embark on your next journey, be patient, stay positive and take comfort in knowing your College of Media education has honed your professionalism, curiosity, determination, creativity, work ethic and intelligence. Remember that the media industry is diverse and ever-changing, and our work is more important than ever, as we help people make sense of the world, build community and make informed decisions. Work hard and find joy, purpose and motivation in your profession, knowing there will be opportunities for you to pivot and use your education and skills in new ways as well.

You will undoubtedly face obstacles and make mistakes along the way, but don’t let that stop you from remaining curious and brave. Continue to demonstrate that media professionals are trustworthy and ethical by relying on your knowledge and experience and by listening to your heart.

I trust your time at West Virginia University has been one of self-discovery and growth, where you’ve found what motivates and inspires you and learned where you struggle and excel. I hope that the friendships and connections formed on campus go on to inspire you long after graduation, and I hope you’ll stay in touch.

Class of 2020, we will miss you! Remember you will always have a second home at the Reed College of Media and a Mountaineer family that wishes you only the best.

Sincerely,

Diana Martinelli
Dean
Master of Science

DATA MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Kaitlin Rose Ingram
Keli Coburn Jacobi
Kimberly Marie Kilday
Peyton Breanne Neely
Michael Jason Snyder

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Janee Noel Avery
Therlandia Bachard
Caleb W. Baldree
Shalaana Baldwin Lawrence
Kelli Marie Barnette
Erika Renee Baxa
Brianne Bentov
Kylie Michele Bowen
Kristin Elise Broka
Caroline Alexandra Brophy
Jonathan Patrick Chavez
Monifah Symone Cook
Ryan Andrew Couch
Adam Christopher Craft
Ashton Nicole Critchley
Deborah Elaine Cruse
Lindsey Erb
Hannah Arielle Fett
Haleigh Alyssa Fields
Michelle Forshter
Mariah Dawn Freed
Kimberly Marie Fritts
Katherine Paige Grewell
Megan Marie Guerra
David R. Hawkins III
Laura Braun Hellstern
Natalia Nkiruka Herbert
Kimberly Nicole Klieka
Ian Marion Kohlenstein
Bridget Mary Kunz
Kaitlyn Marie Lopez
Tiana Gabrielle Maclin
Jessica Lynne Mannerings
Alexia Marie Marshall
Sierra Ann McConnell
Leanne McLaughlin
Stefanie Rose Moore
Christina Marie Muchech
Caitlin Mary Nicholson
Maria Elizabeth Olson
Amanda J. Osiol
Ashley Jade Perks
Nancy Marie Peyton
Jamie Cecilia Placco
Erika Taylor Poling
Steven Theo Polk
Amanda Nicole Przybyl
Makia Lauren Pulier
Erin Elizabeth Rawlings
Jason Reeder
Megan Elizabeth Reimer
Andrea Lorraine Ritchey
Kristin Michelle Skeweris
Tara Nicole Terzian Smithson
Stephanie Ann Steele
Lindsey Kyle Stout
Amber Nicole Swinehart
Marsha Lynn Tanula
Kathleen Sue Vanantwerp
Lauren Elizabeth Virgin
Aaliyah Wanyà Wilkerson

JOURNALISM
Emily Charlotte Cotter
Khadija-Awa Diop
Tabitha Hayley Dyer
Jared Tyler Lathrop
Emily Grace Martin
Emily Morwood
Cody David Nespor
Lydia Susan Owens

Bachelor of Arts

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Yessy Ivan Aloras Cervantes
Hannah Marissa Boliek
Amanda Dawn Cain
Lindsey Marie Chamberlain
Patrick J. Downey
Paul Gabriel Jr.
Jack Sumner Harrigan
Shontai Tinesha King
Ryan Joseph Lowe
Brandon Allen McLaughlin
Tristan Phillip Miller
Erin Catherine O’Leary
Lexi Melissa Penniman
Julia Pierce
* Kenzie Kaya Pigott
Jessica Christene Riggins
Kiana Benet Rudd
†* Savannah Jo Schafer
Austin Allen Smith

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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Bachelor of Science

ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

*Ifeoluwa Jadesola Abel
Madison Cecelia Fitzgerald
Rebecca Elizabeth Jerome
Cassidy Ann Lego

†Mary Kathryn McFarland
Zoe Elizabeth Willhide
Nadine Elizabeth Worrell

JOURNALISM

Mathison Mitchell Airhart
Omar Ali Almulla
*Brianna Patricia Autry
Nichalos Tanner Ballard
*Alex Joseph Balog
*Gillian Marie Brooks
Taylor Brown

†† Ireland Lee Butler
Ethan Garrett Collins
Darby Alana Coughlin
**Kristian Nicole Davis
Sierra Danielle Davis
**Molly Marie DeCarli
Victoria Lucia Donatelli

& Maura Kathleen Flynn
Alex Kyle Gold
**Madison R. Greer
*Sydney Joan Hartman
Darren Micheal Hartwell
Aaron Thomas Host
Hayden Lee Keener

Jenna Christine Kijauskas
**Patrick Juan Kotnik
Jonathan Alexander Kraus
Krystian Alexander Leonard
Avery Claire Lyons
Shannon MacNeil
Jeffrey Scott McCullough
William Rylee McNemar

††† Cassandra Pearl McPhail
*** Jensen Mae Mills
Kristen Mohammadi
Mackenzie Alexis Myers

††† Patrick John Orsagos
Shyla Dene Parsons
Samantha Joanne Patrick
*Robert Anthony Potesta
Robert Rago

* Nolan Hunter Rickert
†*** Rachel Victoria Rogers
Joana Ruth Roller
†*** Anna Noel Saab
†*** Megan Elizabeth Scarano
†*** Maxwell Day Shavers
*** Douglas Ryan Soule
Andrew David Spiegelman
Morgan Elizabeth Veltri
Alexandra Marie White
*** Joseph Hamilton White
James Patrick Whitley

SPORTS AND ADVENTURE MEDIA

Noah Adam Clune

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

* Ryan Joseph Alexander
*** Gabriella Santina Ambrusico
Adison Elizabeth Ammons
Nicole Maria Andino
Madison Dianne August
Andrew Joseph Bacas
Reagan Delaney Baehr

***Kenzie Nashyia Bostick
Christian Patrick Breitsameter
***Abigail Anne Briggs
Morgan Breanne Butler
Kelsi Don Camp
Caroline Rebecca Carey
Katelyn Marie Clark
Alexis Elena Coates
Nasir Combs

** Elizabeth Victoria Crawford
*** Caitlin Lee Cuomo
Ryan Michael Cvitkovich
Mery Jane Diaz-Ipanaque
Lindsey Elizabeth Dillon
Molly Dineen
Matthew Kyle Ditchen
Justin Grant Erkoboni
Brandie Evans
Gregory David Falzarano

*** Jaymie Nicole Ferrebee
Brianna Rebekah-Lynn Fierro
* Hana Rae Fitchlee
* Luke Robert Florentino

Erica Danielle Fontaine
** Morgan Alexa Gamarel
Taylor Joseph Giles
Jack-Andrew Miller Gonser
Hollie Jo Gregory
Halle Ann Guzolik
Lucas Ronald Haley

***Julia Ann Hamill
** Chelsea Brooke Harper
Tyler Christopher Harris
** Madison Caroline Hebb
*** Clairece Olivia Hemme
Jacob Hanly Hudson
Jillian Tampoya Johns
** Joseph Yuriy Kennedy
Logan David Kinney
Jacob Ian Krucoff
Taylor Michelle Lloyd
David Ross Martinelli
Megan Amelia McCluskey
Kayla Sue McNair
** Colin Joseph Molnar
Lyndsay Nicole Moran
* Nicholas Scott Morin
Caten David Murphy
Ana Kim O’Brien
Gianna Marie Onorato
Gabriel Oronzio IV
Elizabeth Christine Perry
** Vincent Michael Powell
Joshua Powers
* Aiko Kaylan Roth
Samatha Lee Sabat
Zachary John Schwehm
* Corey Elizabeth Snodgrass
** Sarah Nadine Sokol
Kealy Erin Squires
Carly Elizabeth Stillier
Sydney Nicole Stollings
* Jessann Mattea Thompson
Colin Michael Tracy
Marcel Todd Turner
Adrienne Marie Uphold
Sarah Ann Warner
Andres Michael Warren

Certificate

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Lindsey Erb

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors  ⭐ Honors Foundations Scholar
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To the Class of 2020,

It is said every generation is defined by a moment in the history of the country and the lives of its people. My parents’ was World War Two. Mine was 1960’s turmoil and the Vietnam War. Yours will be inextricably intertwined with the pandemic of COVID-19. The culmination of your education should be a time to celebrate accomplishment, but fate intervened to make it one of challenge and uncertainty. Remember during Orientation when I spoke to your class several times that first week? I described the journey including the statement, “No one ever said it was going to be easy.” It was anything EXCEPT easy. Undeterred, you dedicated yourselves to your work, persevered, collaborated and succeeded despite the curriculum rigors. As the Marines tell recruits, “You adapt, you improvise, you overcome.” You have done so magnificently. With those skills and your experiences, you will also successfully overcome the trials and uncertainties our country struggles to address and resolve.

As you graduate dental school, you are tasked to help make our society a better place. Some will go on to specialty training, some into practice and others into the armed forces. You are professionals in every sense of the word with the exact same responsibilities of those who came before you who were afforded the spring tradition of ceremonies. That moment of honor and distinction for you has sadly been postponed. Most assuredly, your faculty’s greatest joy and achievement is being at that ceremony, basking in pride watching their mentorship of each one of you come to fruition. That will be tremendously missed. Every teacher’s greatest joy is in seeing the success of students. Their joy and your success is not lessened amidst a time never anticipated or contemplated.

We have been made wiser by this unprecedented assault on what was considered “normal life.” We must adapt, improvise and do what is required to enrich our lives and those of our families and fellow citizens. You are receiving the torch of leadership to help society retool and reinvent itself by what has been learned in these past extraordinary months. But, before you act, note the words of nineteenth-century German philosopher, Fredrich Hegel: “The only thing we learn from history is that we learn nothing from history.” Now is the time to LEARN from history. It is far too important for your future to ignore. Go forward determined to establish an even better dental profession, country and society. Heed the wisdom of British Prime Minister Winston Churchill: “One man with a conviction will overwhelm a hundred who have only opinions.” That opportunity is a bright light that comes out of this crisis – a chance to do even better and believe in yourselves.

It is my honor and privilege to be part of your lives. I will never forget any of you. In these moments, I bid you all bonne chance and adieu! Our paths will cross again!

Anthony “Tom” Borgia, DDS, MHA
Dean
Doctor of Dental Surgery

Meshari Abdulkareem Alzaid Sr.
Zeinab Jankh Atiah
Lauren Nicole Bakos
Andrea Whitney Ballengee
Rebecca Nicole Baudin
Brennan Carter Bish
Margaret Conde
Zied Diab
Matthew Benjamin Drake
Tess Elaine Ferrari
Erik Thomas Gompers
Makayla Brooke Gresham
Tyler Hamilton Guthrie
Ellyn Marie Harper
Evan Matthew Hodel

Ciera Mariah Holloway
Morgan Brett Hypes
Marcie Lynne Kanosky
Youseph Kassar
Morgan Nicole Kesecker
Miranda Jordan Kimble
Sarah Michelle Klenk
Cassandra Nicole Liston
Rachael Louise Marino
Olivia Ann Mason
Sarah Mae Michaels
Tyler R. Myers
Nicholas D. Palmer
Nicholas Scott Pantori
Christopher Mason Payne

Megan Kathleen Popp
Catherine Anne Ransom
Charlene Rein
Andrew Wade Ruble
Neala Z. Salmassi
Adam Matthew Secret
Laura Faith Settles
Blair Smith
Angela Nicole Stowers
Kyla Morgan Swearingen
James Preston Thompson
Daren Murphy Wadsworth
Ian Montgomery Weaver
Jonathon Logan Williams

Master of Science

ORTHODONTICS
Sarah Elizabeth LaRue
Joanna Song

PERIODONTICS
Kerri Thomas Simpson

PROSTHODONTICS
Michael Brian Evans
Benjamin Kordusky

Bachelor of Science

DENTAL HYGIENE

* Allison Louise Bauer
* Nicholas Lee Campbell
  Matthew Piers Duggan
** Megan Sue Fisher
* Makenzy Rae Fox
* Taylor Brooke French
* Elizabeth E. Green
* Shelby Scott Hawk
  Malia Elizabeth Howard
*** Jordyne Renae Jones
  Kirsten Olivia Lancia

* Emily Rose Longerbeam
*** Gianna Marie Mollica
  Madison Lee Mullenax
  Hailey Renee Neubert
* Kaitlyn Taylor Ross
  Victoria Elizabeth Rutherford
  Kylie Cierra Sharp
  Morgan Leigh Stemple
* Ashley Nicole Taylor
  Peyton Christina Wimmer

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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It’s not quite as you pictured it, this moment in time. The celebration that is the culmination of your years of hard work looks different than what you have imagined. It feels different. It is different.

The Japanese scholar Kakuzo Okakura once said, “The art of life lies in the constant readjustment to our surroundings.”

As healers and problem solvers, we know this to be true. The answer to a problem is rarely cut and dry. More often than not, we must start by eliminating possibilities and adjusting our perceptions, then reassessing our patients, lab samples or research hypothesis before finding the answer.

The search for the answer is the true process of medicine. It’s the lessons you’ve learned in the classroom. It’s the techniques you’ve applied in the clinic. It’s the relationships you’ve developed with mentors and peers. It’s knowing that you are more powerful when you work together and problem-solve as a team.

This is a defining moment in our history – your history. A time of challenge and uncertainty. But you have been preparing for this moment, and you will be ready. I know many of you are eager to set forth, degree in hand, to tackle today’s biggest problem – the global coronavirus pandemic. You will be serving in various capacities, supporting society and caring for people in new ways.

As a parent, I also know some of you reading this letter are family members. You sit with an equal mixture of admiration that your loved one was called to this field, but also with the fear of what the future holds for your newly minted healthcare provider.

We are currently in a phase shift of change. Phase shifting is moving from one stable state to another. Like water to ice or steam, depending on what kind of energy you inject into the system. We are phase shifting from a world of fear and scarcity to one of love and abundance. I believe crisis breeds compassion.

While it may not seem this way right now, we can feel the groundswell of change and new energy that is being contributed by many on earth. Through this series of changes, there are new openings to commit ourselves to collaboration and community. To wholeness and unity.

I trust in the training our graduates have received to become not only healthcare providers, but “whole” care providers. I trust you – the graduate. I know you understand safety and wellness. You have learned valuable life lessons that will serve you well not only in times of great uncertainty and change, but in the moments when you have time to be and to breathe.

This day of commencement, this day of celebration is such a moment. Be. Breathe. Celebrate.

Clay Marsh, M.D.
Vice President and Executive Dean for Health Sciences
Doctor of Medicine

Steven Thomas Abriola  
David Michael Adkins  
Maxlorenzo Agbayani  
Reed Charlton Andrews  
Priya Arumuganathan  
Zackery Eric Asbury  
Hayden David Basinger  
Michael Jon Benson  
Katherine Louise Bergman  
Brooke Elizabeth Bertus  
Jessica Lynne Biagiotti  
Victoria Morgan Bullman  
Madison Elizabeth Caja  
Thomas Clay Casto  
Valerie Casuccio  
Tyler Jacob Celuck  
Justin Choi  
Allison Lynne Cipriani  
Douglas Steven Crate II  
Felistia Nicole Crowder  
Matthew Craig Csonka  
Kristin Elizabeth Davis  
Emily Nicole Delaney  
Kelly Marie Devlin  
Quinn Colin Doyle  
Elizabeth Magen Dunham  
Madison Eichstadt  
Eric Joseph Emery  
Lauryn Marlene Falcone  
Julian Umberto Fazi  
Daniel George Franey  
Julia Allison Gallo  
Christopher Jeffery Gates  
Thomas Joseph Gaughan  
Gabriel Ryan Goudy  
Mouaz Mohamad Haffar  
Kristen Marie Hardy  
Joseph Timothy Hare  
Cameron Martin Harmon  
Rachel Oakley Heist  
Erik Douglas Hilborn  
Joshua James Hurley  
Philip Diehn Hurst  
Sarah Ann Irvin  
Pranav Jain  
Samantha Rose Johnson  
Lauren Michele Joseph  
Zoe M. Kaps  
Jin Ah Kim  
Sarah Nicole Lazur  
Mikayla Marie Leombruno  
Mitchell William Lippy  
Ajay Makwana  
Joseph Patrick Marshall  
Julia Martinez  
Nicholas Alexander Mason  
Jonathan Duncan Mathes  
Katherine Marie McClain  
Ian Lambourne McCulloch  
Melissa Paige McGowan  
Katharina Marie Elisabeth Mitchell  
Alicia McCabe Monahan  
Obadah Moushmosh  
Clara Beth Novotny  
Elizabeth Rose Pacer  
Paula Pacurari  
Sean Medard Parker  
Benjamin Arthur Paserba  
Michael David Phillips  
Taylor Shea Pollock  
Edward Jacob Prange  
Elizabeth Swain Rempfer  
Luke Norman Roberts  
Trey Sullivan Rottgen  
Jessica Marie Rubio  
Neal Shah  
Jacob Ian Shapiro  
Shelby Alexis Sievers  
Kelly Elizabeth Humphreys Simmons  
Gabriel Antonio Solorzano  
Kristie Morgan Sparks  
Alec Keith Statler  
Megan Alese Stemple  
Roberto Tellez  
Ogaga Nyerovwo Urhie  
Grace Ahne Walkup  
Calle Francesca Walters  
Cheng-Iun Wang  
Lyndsey Morgan Weatherly  
Emily Anne Wheeler  
Colin Anthony Winkel  
Kaitlin Elizabeth Woods  
Abhishek Yadav  
Megan Jo Young  
Joshua Ian Zegeer  
David Stephen Zekan  
Bethany Lynn Zook

Doctor of Philosophy

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY  
Tanya Lee Dilan

CANCER CELL BIOLOGY  
Tayvia Brownmiller  
Ian Philip MacFawn  
Brenen William Papenberg

CELLULAR AND INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY  
Lauryn Marlene Falcone  
Trey Sullivan Rottgen

NEUROSCIENCE  
Paula Jo Webster

CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE  
Gina Lee Sizemore
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Doctor of Physical Therapy

Natalie Nicole Adams  
Christina L. Angelus  
Jenna Kathleen Bailey  
Alyssia Marie Benincosa  
Jennifer L. Brewer  
Jacob Carney  
Abhi Dave  
Evan James Eich  
Jonathan W. Gainer  
Kelsie Ruth Gillespie  
Emma Elizabeth Grose  
William Michael Harriman  
Paul Russell Hercules IV  
Kelsey D. Johnson  
Hallie Breanne Kreuzer  
Nicholas Ryan Landry  
Elizabeth Hannah Langlois  
Sydney Elaine Lavengood  
Kaitlin Marie Lowery  
Christopher Anthony Martinelli  
Rebecca Belle Mason  
Mark Daniel Matruski  
Evan Michael Miles  
Johna Marie Miller  
Taylor Marie Miller  
Anna Marie Pirl  
Jonathan Potter  
Gabriel Theodore Pou  
Kirsten Brooke Rayner  
Elena Marie Romanek  
Victoria Brooke Rovello  
Cole W. Salmons  
Emma Schleucher  
Gage Taryn Swartz  
Britney Nicole Thomas  
Mary Elizabeth Tout  
Victoria Lynne Travis  
Ashley Kathleen Woolpert

Master of Occupational Therapy

Mary Katherine Blatt  
Amelia Marie Brugnoli  
Lauren Elizabeth Campbell  
Ashley Rose Clutter  
Sarah Elizabeth Coddington  
Taylor Rehe Crouch  
Taylor Lynn Fisher  
Dean Jacob Frye  
Kylie Nicole Grady  
Emalee Jean Hvizdak  
Leah Marie Jeffrey  
Hope Wesley Kirk  
Tara Kristen Lang  
Kaitlin Alexis Lewis  
Hannah Chase Linville  
Haley Brianne Litton  
Taylor Nicole Lusk  
Lauren Ann Magee  
Josie Catherine Mullenax  
Kelley Jean Norton  
Shannon Elisabeth O’Connor  
Alyssa Michelle Paesano  
Taylor Nicole Pavan  
Megan Elizabeth Pierce  
Megan Nicole Rafa  
Caitlin Li Min Reeder  
Sydney Nichol Robba  
Zoe Katherine Rupert  
Troy Austin Silber  
Danielle Mary Snyder  
Megan Staab  
Mary Elizabeth Stas  
Marina Anne Stascak  
Shay Lynn Rae Tasker  
Tori Ashton Thompson  
Morgan Ellen Vamos  
Jennifer Marie Vernon  
Madeline Anne Waigbt  
Emily Kay Wolfgang

Master of Science

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Catheryne Ann Gambill  
Jacob Glenn Hoover  
Rehab Othman H. Mohamed  
Marah Nicole Morris

CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE
Neal Shah  
Ogaga Nyerovwo Urhie

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Alyssa Grace Chafin  
Tabitha Lee Craddock  
Jillian Danielle Forsey  
Daniel James Getlik  
Matthew Corey Parsley  
Tyler John Richardson  
Anna Terzano

HEALTH SCIENCES
Cameron Christopher Blaquiere  
Brooklyn Ondrea Campbell  
Macy Danielle Carder  
Tristen Bryce Cheuvront  
Carrie Gwendoline Huffman  
Kristen Lynne Knotts  
Derek John-Frederick Leohner  
Zachary David Lynn  
Nicole Lynn Matthews  
Taylor Mulkey  
Daniel Proctor  
Casey Ellen Schlachter  
Joshua Lee Shrouat  
Skyler Blake Terrell  
Connor Levi Thomas
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Bachelor of Arts

**HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND HEALTH**

*** Alexis Suzanne Bailey
** Cameron George Barchiesi
Billie Jean Bell
*** Kendall Nicole Byrne
** Shelby Nicole Carte
** Gabriele Leigh Crawford
*** Taylor Marie Deuley
*** Evalyn Nicole Estep
* Elizabeth Ann Fisher
* Marissa Paige Fleming
** Jordan Gage Goodwin
** Brianna Hope Gray
* Abigail Rebecca Haddix
* Christy Marie Hamilton
* Leigh Anne Horner
* Ashley Elizabeth Hough
* Jenna Fitzgerald Jacobs
** Tristan James Knapp
** Juliette Renee Mack
† Kristen Patrice Matheny
*** Alexa Mohr
** Kirstyn Lillian Murphy
** Lexi Palmer
*** Ashlyn Renae Richardson
* Luke Kristopher Rinehart
** Cheyenne Rose Russell
*** Heather Renee Scott
* Tyler Matthew Smith
*** Carrie Ann Smith-Bell
*** Abigail Dawn Snitz
*** Hilari Elizabeth Sprouse
** Haley Ashton Stewart
David Kyle Stickel
** Brooke Mackenzie Thomson
* Emily Marie Waldman
* Olivia Lauren Ward
†*** Isabella Noelle Zornes

**Bachelor of Science**

**EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

Logan Marie Andrews
Nicole Bantin
Joshua Aaron Bazzilla
Rachel Elaine Bell
Jennifer Lynn Biegel
†* Rachel Elizabeth Billie
* Derrick Scott Blain
*** Steven Daniel Blume
** Hunter Allen Brill
*** Sara Marie Burky
Joseph Charles Cain
Clarissa Katherine Carnell
Cori Peighton Carpenter
Alexis Jo Casuccio
Ryan Childers
†* Kaitlyn Brook Christian
†*** Emily Conley
Megan Cruz
* Kassidy Mackenzie Cumber
Demitria Marie Derrico
† Marlena Yasmine Dib
Adriana Camille DiMatteis
‡** Alec Matthew Dodd
Nakiah Kathleen Dornbusch
* Elijah Bradley Drummond
Katelyn Nicole Evans
** Adam Christopher Fetto
†*** Garrett Keith Fink
* Benjamin Connor Flanagan
Dylan Thurman Foster
James Ian Frazier Sr.
†*** Carleen Anne Garrett
Gavon James Guanzon
Erica Lynn Heflin
†*** Olivia Butler Hill
* Jessica Lynn Hreha
*** Brendan Patrick Hughes
Lillie Katherine Jacobs
Alissa Lynn Johnson
Tesia Monique Jones
*** Abigail Elizabeth Kaufman
Kailee Gabrielle Kelly
†*** Sophie Ann Kiser
Savannah Alexis Kite
Crystal Anne Kuglar
†*** Sophia Lyanna Marcinko
Dean Marinacci
Kristen Lelia Brooke Marlowe
** Branson Gage Martin
** Evan Michael Mathess
* Paige Noel Maze
** Kelyn Leigh McCray
* Kendalyn Faith McDaniel
Matthew David McGee
Isaiah Lee McGrew
Alexis Marie Meadows
Kleshawn Malik Merritt-Pannell
Sabra Nicole Metheny
** Mikaela Anne Marie Mitchell
† Cameron Craig Mitchell
Madison Marie Moon
†*** Brandon Andrew Moore
Courtney Rose Murphy
** Millissia Murro
Lilly Catherine Neff
†*** Connor William Nevin
* Caitlin Elizabeth Ouellette
Tyra Janea Payton
†*** Kathryn Rae Peelish
† Cadie Michele Phillips
Cassidy Shae Pinion
Christian Paige Price
Taryn Nicole Quackenbush
†† Courtney Michelle Randolph
†† Lindsay Nicole Reese
* Lauren Elizabeth Rentz
*** Morgan Taylor Roach
Chase Addison Rose
Jordan Hunter Rossell
†*** Courtney Brett Saffle
Tyler Ray Savage
*** Kelly Suzanne Schambach
*** Morgan Alexandra Signorelli
† Hannah Sinclair Smith
Griffin Riley Snyder
Evon Scott Staley
† Cortney Rae Stauffer
Kevin Richard Steele
* Benjamin Monroe Stewart
** Braden Scott Stewart
Kelsi Anne Taylor
** Logan Eric Thimons
Alexis Nicole Tincher
** Alyssa Nicole Tocco
Jocelyn Marie Tongue
Seth James Trahan

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
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** Sierra Alayne Viands  
  Courtney Danielle Victor  
  Matthew Richard Vucelik  
  † Robert Kobe Weed  
  Alex Christopher White  
†*** Jacob Patrick Williams  
  * Jacob Charles Wilson  
  † Mitchell Winters  
†*** Rachel Lauren Wirth  
  *** Amanda Lynn Wolfe  
  ** Alan Aria Zanjani

** Elizabeth Barbara Lolli  
  Nicholas Dale McCardle  
  Hailey Lynn Minton  
  Myrca Jennifer Momplaisir  
  Abigail Ann Orndorff  
  Laydrean Charmaine Robinson  
  Kaitlin Elizabeth Rockwell  
  Eric Ryan Schweitzer  
  Kyla Dawn Thorn  
  Allie Marie Townsend  
  Sierra Winston

HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

  Ryan Edward Bolyard  
  * Ashley Cailyn Boyce  
  McKenzie Paige Clemmer  
  Katie Daw  
  * Alexandria Isabella Dayton  
  Regan Leigh Detamore  
  Antonia Marie Dunnigan  
  Benjamin Matthew Harris  
  Kyle Ca Kalomeres  
  Olivia Knisley  
  Monika Kuzmicki  
  Rebecca Jean Lansberry  

  ** Sierra Alayne Viands  
  * Robert Kobe Weed  
  † Mitchell Winters  
  ** Sierra Alayne Viands  
  † Robert Kobe Weed  
  Alex Christopher White  
  †*** Jacob Patrick Williams  
  * Jacob Charles Wilson  
  † Mitchell Winters  
  †*** Rachel Lauren Wirth  
  *** Amanda Lynn Wolfe  
  ** Alan Aria Zanjani

IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

  Madison G. Alascio  
  †*** Haleigh Alexandria Bell  
  †*** Terezia Maria Galikova  
  Elise Margaret Jacobson  
  †** Sophia Michele Kenney  
  †*** Caleb Allen Kissmore  
  †* John Michael McCoy  
  †* Emily Anne Sayampanathan  
  †*** Alyson Michele Stevens  
  †** Jordan Kane Vance  
  †*** Mya Elena Vannoy  
  Dalton Todd Wentz  
  Sydney Lauren Westfall

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

  *** Sarah Ibrahim Albu  
  Manuel Emanuel Alejandre Urbano  
  †*** Magdalena Gail Baumgartner  
  Alyssa Boock  
  ** Caroline Grace Burton  
  *** Katherine Tessa Carlin  
  Aimee Elizabeth Chapman  
  Madeline Ann Clark  
  * Logan Michael Crowe  
  ** Stefani Rae Duffield  
  †*** Bailey Nicole Filben  
  *** Rhiannon Elizabeth Harris  
  Janell Dionne Johnson  
  April Dawn Kessel  
  Alyssa Danielle Kish  
  Megan Elizabeth Marakovits  
  Kara McCullough  
  Macie Brooke Myers  
  * Olivia Elizabeth Nield  
  Catlinn V Porter  
  †*** Jessica Leigh Rubenstein  
  Nicholas Robert Schaffer  
  Ibraheem Silham  
  Zaynah Madison Tracy  
  Lindsay Nicole Wood

Certificate

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

  Michael Justin Bassart  
  Rachel Spinnenweber
Dear School of Nursing graduates,

In 1960, the WVU School of Nursing was established with the goals of providing a university-level degree in nursing and to help meet the needs for nursing in the state. How far we’ve come in 60 years — and you have been a part of it!

This is an extraordinary time for nursing. The need for experienced, skilled and talented nurses, at all levels, has never been greater. In recent weeks, we have seen our colleagues on the front lines of an unprecedented pandemic. They are rising to the challenge because, simply put, that is what nurses do.

Ironically, 2020 was named the International Year of the Nurse by the World Health Organization in celebration of Florence Nightingale’s 200th birthday. It was planned long before our current health crisis and seems fitting now more than ever.

For our new graduates, I am sure you are anxious to see what the future holds. I am more than confident you are ready for anything that comes your way. You have had some of the best nurses in the country as your instructors and the long days and nights, the clinical shifts in person and online have prepared you well.

For our graduate students who are receiving another nursing degree, the healthcare system needs your leadership particularly now. Whether teaching future nurses, making innovative changes as a nurse executive, impacting change at a governmental level or helping our communities stay healthy, your experience will benefit generations to come.

Congratulations on your graduation and this outstanding achievement! On behalf of the entire School of Nursing, I wish you continued success in your nursing careers. We are honored to have played a part.

Sincerely,

Tara Hulsey, PhD, RN, CNE, FAAN
Dean
Doctor of Nursing Practice

Susan Ruth McKenrick

Doctor of Philosophy

NURSING

Billie Sue Vance

Master of Science in Nursing

Eric Ryan Allen
Austin Michael Ardron
Stacie Dawn Bowen
Kaitlyn Brooke Caron
Kristen Dawn Carper
Brooke Cropper
Rachel Nicole Cropper
Erin Elizabeth Cunningham
Kala Nicole Dameron
Jacqueline Olivia Everly
Aaron Fetty
Rhonda Sue Fishel
Chelsi Jacalynn Greco
Kristin Leigh Hebert
Cheyenne Hedrick
Teresa Diann Hines
Beth Ann Hotlosz
Danielle Jabionski
Candice Rhiannon Jarrell
Sarah Michelle Jones
Sydney Jo Kell
Catherine LaVonne Kelly
Rachel Kirk
Rhode Gabrielle Laguerre
Lacey Lee
Mackenzie Leigh Leone
Meghann Meredith Long
Carrie Lee Miller
Kelsey Elizabeth Miller
Shannon Keats Miller
Kristy Lea Moeller
Brittney L. Navarro
Kenton Cort Parsons
Lindsey Katherine Paulina
Mousumi Dey Pinki
Zachariah Charles Redmond
Katherine Alexandra Robbins
Emily Claire Rossignol
Tina Lucille Sanders
Brittany Elizabeth Shaffer
Tricia Dawn Simpkin
Teresa Mae Sines
Melissa Kay Spring
Danielle Nicole Sprouse
Sarah Nicole Stanley
Michelle Lou Svonavec
Brandy Denise Tatterson
Tonia Hanshaw Tawes
Veronica Ann Thomas
Makenzie Beth Thompson
Holly Nicole Tonelli
Arden Gold Townsend
Kylie Rae Weaver
Amanda Jane White
Candice Marie Young
Kelsey Zelina

Post-Master Advanced Study Certificate

Michelle Renee Borland
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Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Jennifer Lynn Adkins  
* Laura Ashley Akers  
† *** Jenna LeRaye Allen  
† *** Ashley Noelle Anderson  
** Michael Lee Atha  
** Katherine Elizabeth Barbarossa  
Olivia Baum  
** Tressa Marie Bonasso  
Gabrielle Louise Boylan  
Natalie Ann Calvert  
** Ashley Leigh Capo  
Mckayla Marie Carmona  
† * Marissa Danielle Chotiner  
*** Eleni Katherine Colevas  
* Alyssa Lynn Connell  
** Chloe Paige Conner  
** Olivia Frances Crawford  
† *** Zoe Alexandra Croyle  
† *** Madison Alexandra Darnold  
* Jonathan Brennan Dayton  
*** Gillian Martha Deibck  
*** Kenna Jo DeLancey  
* Brianna Leigh Dixon  
* Abigail Genea Durig  
** Evan Michael Fletcher  
* Cameron Michael Fosselman  
Megan Leigh Galensky  
Audrey Maria Gallinger  
** Amanda Marie Gesel  
Madeline Claire Ginier  
** Robert Alfred Godfrey IV  
Amy Beth Gray  
*** Brianna Lea Gregory  
*** Autumn Rain Griggs  
Allison Elise Gwinn Carte  
† *** Marissa Harris  
* Bryan Gerard Heffernan  
*** Alyssa Cheyenne Holmes  
** Sydney Nicole Homan  
** Whitney Grace James  
*** Haley Drue Keefover  
** Hannah Grace Keyser  
Lindsay Krawczyk  
Tyan Dawn Lester  
** Alan Lin  
* Loree Lee Mabery  
* Brooke Nicole McCoy  
† Kathleen Ann McGovern  
Brooklyn Gabrielle Miller  
Ashley Nichole Modrynski  
** Elizabeth M. Morgan  
† *** Olivia Rose Moroose  
* Emily Rae Mullens  
Carrie Lynn Murray  
* Madeline Marie Nace  
* Neva Rose Natale  
† * Jessica Lynne Onorato  
† * Elise Marie Orban  
Beatrice Fatou Ouendeno  
† *** Holly Dale Palmer  
*** Lindsey Nicole Parsons  
** Danielle Payne  
† Shelby Brooke Peluchette  
*** Julia Kristina Peterson  
* Taylor Jane Poreta  
Courtney Leigh Pryor  
* Lisa Lee Reddington  
Brianna Meredith Richmond  
*** Alyssa Risi  
Abigail Elise Ritter  
** Michael Paul Roman  
† ** Madeline June Samsell  
† ** Kyra Savrese  
Anwar Ahmad Siddiqi  
Zachary Simmons  
Kaitlyn Michelle Sisler  
Brianna Nicole Sizemore  
*** Sommer Nicole South  
*** Abigail Marguerite Spangler  
* Josiah MacLeod Spangler  
** Allison Brooke Spickler  
*** Morgan Emilie Spoharski  
Jordyn Brandelle Squires  
*** Mikala James Sudy  
*** Caelea Marie Teel  
* Kaitlyn Elizabeth Tephabock  
** Kathryn Grace Trax  
Nicholas W. Turpen  
*** Tara Marie Turscak  
* Shawn Robert Ward  
** Elissa Reeves Warden  
McKenzie Brooke Watkins  
Sydney Wiley  
*** Rachel Elizabeth Wimer  
*** Hannah Jo Young  

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
† University Honors  
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Dear New Doctors of Pharmacy and Doctors of Philosophy,

On behalf of the faculty and staff of the School of Pharmacy, we are incredibly proud of your accomplishments and very excited for you to begin your professional careers. We are also indebted to your loved ones, as you undoubtedly are as well, for helping you through this journey.

Every year, our faculty look forward to honoring the individual and collective accomplishments of each class. Commencement is a special occasion, and we will dearly miss celebrating with you in person at this time.

In some ways, commencement marks the culmination of your journey at the School of Pharmacy, but it also signifies a time to look forward to the exciting opportunities that lie ahead. You are now joining a group of professionals commonly referred to as the most widely accessible medical providers. Now, more than ever, the public and the healthcare system need your innovation, leadership and collaborative skills. So, do not be fearful of challenges and believe in yourselves.

Perhaps your greatest test going forward will be to find the area of practice that is most rewarding for you and beneficial to society, consistent with the roots of your degree from a land-grant institution. Just remember to stay open to opportunities. The best jobs may not be ones that are widely advertised, but ones created because someone believes in you, or you in yourself!

When we interview potential PharmD students, many of the traits we look for fall in line with the words found in the Boy Scout Law. I do not have space to elaborate here, however I would like you to contemplate how a pharmacist is: trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and reverent.

One trait that is missing from the Scouts law is persistence. You certainly need to have that trait to earn your PharmD or PhD degree! So, do not be afraid of failure, for you cannot have success without it. It is my firm belief that the profession you are entering will evolve rapidly over the next decade and beyond. You have learned many skills to facilitate success in the future, but your ability to best utilize them may require some persistence on your part.

A snapshot of the Class of 2020 shows that you come from all regions of West Virginia, ten other states, one other country, various ethnicities and backgrounds. Some of you are the first in your family to attend college. However, you all have been united by this University, this School, and now the profession of pharmacy.

Never forget your “home amongst the hills” as we will always be here to encourage your professional growth, commiserate in not so good times and celebrate in your successes. We certainly look forward to seeing you in person at the December graduation or our School of Pharmacy alumni events.

Sincerely,

William P. Petros, PharmD, FCCP
Dean and Professor of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Doctor of Pharmacy

** Courtney Brooke Babe
   Daniel Thomas Beyer
** Megan Christine Blackburn
   Jenna Renee Boram
   Courtney Renan Burgazli
   Jordan Robert Burnette
   Nicole Marie Caldwell
* Cassandra Gail Camilletti
   Zachary Michael Carry
   Tiffany Lauren Cavallucci
   Lyn Yuen Choo
   Meredith Ashley Dean
*** Connor Samuel Digman
* Mai P. Do
** Ardalan Dorost
*** Ashley Brooke Dorsey
** Jodie Lee Funkhouser
* Emily Summers Greig
* Bradley Nicole Gutta
   Aaron Michael Hanzes
   Alexis Victoria Harrison
* Madelyn Elizabeth Harvey
*** Christiana Mae Hess

** Madison Dakota Hill
** Kelsey Marie Hinzman
** Seth Daniel Holler
   Laura Elizabeth Hunter
*** Caleb Michael Jennings
   Anne Jiang
** Paige Kears
* Sarah Jacqueline Kemerer
** Shaina Beth Kopelov
* Kara Elise Kozul
   Amanda Sue Kyriakopoulos
* Andrew Taek Lee
   Rachael Elizabeth Lobdell
   Lucy Luo
   Stephanie Dawn Lytle
*** Lindsay Lee Mason
* Slade McDowell
*** Daniel Robert Mohoroski
*** Katie Noel Murto
   Calvin Austin Parmiter
   Kendall Paige Patricelli
   Deborah Jenai Pope
   Matthew Steven Prophet

Aaron Ranick
   Seth Williams Ritchie
   Hannah Lynn Roberts
* Anastasia Lee Robinson
** Ashley Marie Robinson
*** Rachael Delaney Rose
** Dalton Lynn Rutter
   Kaitlin Renee Scott
* Kenny Serrano
   ShuaiYun Di Shao
* Brittany Rayann Sheppard
* April Dawn Strahin
   Zachary Nicholas Swedberg
* Rachel Elizabeth Trimmer
* Shaina Joyce Trippett
   Jacob Robert Turin
   Ashlynn Rae Valentine
   Kurt John Walck
*** Andrew Kyle Ward
** Emily Jean White
   Hannah Noel Williams
* Douglas Edward Wilson

Doctor of Philosophy

HEALTH SERVICES AND OUTCOMES RESEARCH
   Pragya Rai
   Amanda Nicole Stover

PHARMACEUTICAL AND
   PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
   Neal Shah

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear Graduate:

Today marks a bittersweet day in your academic career. As disappointed as I am to not be with you in person to celebrate your graduation from the School of Public Health, it does not diminish how proud I am of your accomplishments. You and your fellow graduates have faced an unprecedented wave of challenges this semester, yet responded with innovative relentlessness, responsibility and fortitude – defining characteristics of a Mountaineer that will no doubt serve you well in every aspect of your life, especially as a public health professional.

As you graduate, the entire world now understands the importance of public health. This pandemic has amplified a core fundamental of public health: good health is not simply a matter of choice or a matter of genetics. Rather, it is impacted by the conditions in which people live, work and play, and you have made the choice to dedicate yourself to improving those conditions.

Today, you join your fellow WVU Public Health alumni in a profession that believes deeply that good health is not a privilege of the few, but is a basic human right for all people – regardless of their socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, religion, gender identity, sexual orientation or country of origin.

Coupled with my feeling proud of your successes is heartfelt gratitude – directed not only to you for choosing the School of Public Health as the place to shape your passion and define your purpose, but also to the “village” that helped you arrive at today’s milestone. To our faculty and staff; the family members and friends of our graduates; and the many partners across our state and beyond: thank you for investing in our students. Your guidance, support and mentorship have grown this class of students to graduates, and I’m confident the return on your investment will be immeasurable.

On behalf of the faculty and staff in the School of Public Health, I extend my congratulations and wish you continued success as you advance to the next chapter of your life, whether that’s continuing your academic journey with the School of Public Health or elsewhere, or taking that first step in your career. I speak on behalf of all of my Health Sciences colleagues when I tell you there is no greater reward than seeing each of you succeed.

Wherever your next step leads, continue following your dreams – never losing sight of the golden rule of life – and follow the path upstream to make your community, state and world a better place.

Congratulations, Class of 2020!

Best wishes,

Jeff Coben, M.D.
Dean
Doctor of Philosophy

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Zheng Dai
Wilson Arusei Koech
Stacy Renee Tressler

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Maya Jessica Cassel Nye

Master of Public Health

BIOSTATISTICS
Kruti Dilip Pandya

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Mohini Tapash Chatterji
Ashley Jane Harris
Eric Wayne Lundstrom

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Rayan Mohammed M. Hamdan
Kearnan S. Kulow
Cletus Kobiah Oppong
Mitchell Stotland

Master of Science

BIOSTATISTICS
Si Gao
Emily Ann Hone
Brynna Nicole Manibusan

Bachelor of Science

PUBLIC HEALTH
* Cassidy Morgan Adams
* Miranda Rae Aman
Sydney Isabel Badel
Brett George Blomquist
Claire Marie Boland
Madison Leigh Cardin
* Erin Delaney Caswell
Lacey Marie Conrad
Emily Lauren Cook
Paige Cox
†* Olivia Ellen Denzie
Savannah Jo Elias
*** Ethan Emory James Feldmiller
* Krista Marie Foutrakis
†** Fiona Ryan Galley

*** Florraha JeDawn Hall
†*** Alexa Jade Harris
Haleigh Marie Hughes
Janae Antoinette Hurst
* Willow Eve Kentzel
*** Erin Nicole Kersey
* Taylor O’Bryen Lee
Forrest Joseph List
Avery Claire Lyons
** Hannah Michelle Meeks
Kierra DaZhanae Mitchell
*** Vishnu Movva
Andrea Sofia Natal-Rivas
** Sara Fjorda O’Brien
Bradley Opoku

*** Kyra Louise Pettit
Danielle Lynn Quimby
Jacob Anthony Roberts
* Casandra Brooke Sampson
Jestina Marie Santos
Madison Nicole Scott
Savannah Kaitlyn Seeger
Josephine Honore Smith
Jorgi Lynn Sonlin
†*** Ksheeraja Alamelu Sriram
*** Clay Houstin Thorn
* Jazmyne Ann Thorne
** Madison Amber Waychoff
Asha Whitsett
Riki A. Workman

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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Congratulations from the WVU Alumni Association

Congratulations, Graduates!

You did it. After years of hard work and dedication, you’ve earned your degree from West Virginia University. On behalf of the WVU Alumni Association, I applaud you for reaching this significant milestone.

I sincerely wish that I were writing to you under more traditional circumstances. During what was supposed to be a time of celebration and new beginnings, we are instead facing a global crisis; WVU has been tasked with making tough decisions like never before. Though you may feel as if your college days ended prematurely, the resiliency of the Class of 2020 will never be forgotten.

You will soon learn that your West Virginia University experience does not end with graduation; a part of your alma mater will always be with you. When you see a flying WV on a car in the parking lot or when you pass someone wearing a WVU hat in the airport, you will feel an overwhelming sense of pride for being a part of something bigger. You are a Mountaineer for life.

As you embark on the next phase of your life during this time of trial and uncertainty, know that you are not alone. You are now a part of a growing community of more than 200,000 Mountaineers across the globe, and I assure you that wherever country roads may lead you next, your alumni family will be there. Thousands of Mountaineers have come before you and thousands more will follow. You will always have your Mountaineer family that has grown over the course of your time here, and you will always have the people at the Alumni Association to support you on the journey ahead.

To help you stay connected, we are providing you with a complimentary year of membership to the WVU Alumni Association as a graduation gift. I encourage you to join your local alumni chapter, engage with fellow Mountaineers on WVU Connect (wvuconnect.com), and take advantage of our valuable services and communications that will continue your connection with West Virginia University. You can learn more about your year of free membership to the WVU Alumni Association and how we serve you by visiting alumni.wvu.edu.

I am proud of you and your fellow graduates, and I am eager to help you remain connected with our alma mater.

Stay safe and stay in touch,

Sean Frisbee, ’89
President and CEO, WVU Alumni Association
Vice President of Alumni Relations, WVU
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